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Inflectional Verbal Morphology in Nomatsigenga
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Supervisor: Patience Epps
This report describes inflectional verb morphology in Nomatsigenga,
an Arawak language spoken in Peru. I first describe Nomatsigenga’s systems
of person, number, directionals, aspect, and reality status marking, cognates
of which are also found in other Kampan languages. I also describe aspect
markers, which seem to be a Nomatsigenga innovation among the Kampan
languages. I will describe the structure of these markers, which show an inter-
esting pattern of agreement with the absolutive argument. I further discuss
the historical development of these markers, which have their source in the
reanalysis of a set of noun class markers that also served as adjectivizers. I
also discuss points relating to verb syntax, major word classes, and (mor-
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In this paper, I describe inflectional verbal morphology in Nomatsi-
genga. Nomatsigenga1 (iso: not, 639-9) is an Arawak language spoken in the
Juńın region of Perú. Nomatsigenga belongs to the Kampa or “Pre-Andine”
branch of the Arawak language family (Lewis 2009). I discuss subject and
object, participant number, directional, aspect, and reality status marking on
the verb. I also discuss Nomatsigenga’s system of Imperfective marking in
more detail, which shows interesting patterns of agreement and is not found
in other Kampan languages. I suggest a path of development from adjec-
tivizers to aspect marking, based on reanalysis of two distinct markers as one
construction.23
The goals of the paper are two fold. First, I intend to contribute to
descriptive work on Nomatsigenga. Although there has been descriptive work
1Nomatsigenga has historically been spelled “Nomatsiguenga,” but following a decision
by Nomatsigenga speakers to eliminate orthographic ‘u’ following ‘g,’ I adopt the spelling
“Nomatsigenga.”
2Many thanks to all of my Nomatsigenga teachers, especially Napoleón Chimanga,
Máximo Santos Shumpate, Lucila Ñaco and Leonor Rumiche Quintimari.
3Data in this paper comes mostly from original fieldwork in the Nomatsigenga community
San Antonio de Sonomoro during the summers of 2010, 2011, and 2012. Fieldwork was made
possible by a Tinker grant in 2010, two Carlota Smith Research Fellowships for the summers
of 2011 and 2012, and Sherzer Research Scholarships in 2010-2012.
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carried out on Nomatsigenga, much of the literature does not focus on ‘lower-
level’ (phonological, morphological, syntactic) grammatical description. The
subset of the work that does discuss these phenomena is often descriptively
incomplete, with errors in morphological segmentation, failure to identify con-
ditioning environments for morphophonological variants, and inaccurate de-
scriptions of grammatical categories. This paper presents a more complete
description than earlier work of verbal inflectional morphology, describing al-
lomorphic variants and positional requirements for all verbal inflectional mor-
phemes. Although other points of grammar are not discussed systematically,
I also discuss criteria to distinguish major word classes, morphophonological
phenomena, and describe alignment patterns in the language.
I also intend to contribute to the comparative linguistic literature, both
typological and historical, especially with the discussions of reality status and
Imperfective marking. Nomatsigenga uses verbal morphology to mark ev-
ery clause as Realis ‘real’ or Irrealis ‘not real,’ which is interesting since re-
alis/irrealis systems that morphologically mark the difference in every clause
are relatively rare. I also discuss Imperfective marking, which is an innovation
in Nomatsigenga, contributing to literature on the discussion of grammat-
icalization of aspect (specifically imperfective) markers. Other typologically
interesting topics include Nomatsigenga’s cross-cutting noun class systems (an-
imate vs. inanimate and masculine vs. non-masculine) and display of both
nominative-accusative and ergative-absolutive alignment properties.
2
1.1 Paper Preview
In this paper, I first present background on the Kampan group in §1.2
and previous work on the language in §1.3. I give an overview of the Nomat-
sigenga linguistic profile in §2, including phonological characteristics in §2.1
and morphophonemics in §2.2. I describe characteristics of verbs as a class in
§2.2.1. I then present a description and analysis of inflectional verb morphology
in Nomatsigenga. I begin with a presentation of the verb ‘template,’ followed
by a discussion of what exactly constitutes inflectional morphology in Nomat-
sigenga, and combinatorial characteristics of inflectional morphology in §3. In
§4, I describe the Nomatsigenga person-marking system, which distinguishes
five persons in both free and bound pronominals: first person singular/plural
exclusive, second person, third person non-masculine, third person masculine,
and first person plural inclusive. Nomatsigenga also has two number mark-
ers, as described in §5. I describe three directional markers in §6. There are
also several aspectual markers, which are described in §7. In §8, I describe
reality status morphology, which marks the difference between realis and ir-
realis in all clauses. Finally, in §9, I discuss in detail a set of markers which
mark imperfective aspect. Although other inflectional morphology is inherited
from Proto-Kampa, the Imperfective markers, which have cognates in other
Kampan language, have undergone semantic and structural shift. I present an
analysis of the historical development of these markers in §10.
3
1.2 Kampa
Nomatsigenga is a member of the Kampan branch of the Arawak family.
Other languages belonging to the Kampan branch include Matsigenka, Nanti,
Kakinte, and the Ashéninka-Asháninka dialect chain.
Within the Kampan branch, the subgroupings have historically been
somewhat unclear. Although earlier works (Kaufman 1994; Campbell 1997)
differentiate only three different languages within the Kampan branch (and a
number of dialects of each language), Aikhenvald (1999) and Michael (2008)
both suggest six-language classifications. Aikhenvald (1999) suggests three
distinct languages among the Ashéninka-Asháninka dialect chain. She sepa-
rates Pajonal Campa (with a number of dialects) from Ashéninka and Asháninka.
Nanti, most recently discovered, is missing from her classification. Michael
(2011), the most recent work and the first to suggest subgroupings based on the
comparative method (that is, suggesting subgroupings based solely on shared
innovations that seem to reflect divergences from coordinate languages), argues







1.3 Previous Work on Nomatsigenga
Of the previous work on the Nomatsigenga language, the majority has
been carried out by Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) researchers, mostly
by Mary Ruth Wise and Harold Shaver. While there is a substantial body of
research, a complete grammatical description does not exist, and it is difficult
to recover grammatical information from the literature available. Wise (1971)
discusses the mechanisms of participant tracking in Nomatsigenga discourse,
but lower-level grammatical information is discussed unystematically. Wise
(1969) describes pronominal representation. Wise (2002) includes a description
of the wide range of Nomatsigenga applicative affixes.
Harold Shaver has also produced works for SIL, providing preliminary
descriptions of modifiers (Shaver 1975b), time expressions (Shaver 1975a),
various connecting constructions (Shaver 1982b) and the discourse particle
kará (Shaver 1982a). He also compiled a dictionary (Shaver 1996). Collab-
orations have produced a collection of Nomatsigenga texts (Shaver & Shaver
1976) and an ethnography (Dodds & Shaver 1990). A short (less than 50
pages) grammar sketch is found in Shaver (1996). This grammar sketch is the
most complete description to date of Nomatsigenga.
The description included in Shaver’s grammatical sketch (Shaver 1996)
and the other literature on Nomatsigenga is incomplete. While some short-
comings may be due to space limitations, others are due to underanalysis of
the data. Furthermore, although the grammatical sketch lists a great deal
of Nomatsigenga morphology, description of phonological, syntactic, semantic
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and pragmatic grammatical phenomena is sparse or nonexistent. Even though
morphology is listed, it is not described. Conditioning environments for allo-
morphy are not listed and segmentation of the morphemes is often incorrect.
Finally, Shaver uses categories from Spanish or Indo-European grammatical
descriptions. This terminology is used partly in an attempt to make the de-
scription useful to Spanish speakers, but this comes at the expense of scientific
exactitude.
In recent years, undergraduate and graduate students from Peru have
worked on Nomatsigenga. Talancha de la Cruz (2010) presents the results of
an inquiry into the anthropological themes of power and solidarity as found
in Nomatsigenga language use. However, the results of most work are largely
unavailable to researchers in other countries. In the last few years, a small
group of Peruvian students organized a series of linguistic workshops with
the ultimate goal of standardizing the Nomatsigenga alphabet. Nomatsigenga





Nomatsigenga is a primarily head-marking, polysynthetic language,
with a great deal of verbal morphology. It is typologically interesting for
its especially large system of applicative morphology (Wise 1971) and the ex-
istence of a reality status system that morphologically marks every clause as
realis or irrealis.
2.1 Phonological Sketch
2.1.1 Segmental phonology sketch
The Nomatsigenga consonants are shown in Table 2.1. The language’s
vowels are shown in Table 2.2. In this paper, I use the standard Nomatsi-
genga orthography for examples, with a few departures. Most Nomatsigenga
phonemes are written using IPA-equivalent characters, with a few exceptions:
/S/ is written ‘sh;’ /tS/ ‘ch;’ /R/ ‘r ;’ and /1i/ ‘ë,’ as noted in the tables below.
/N/ is written ‘ng,’ except before /k/, where the sequence /Nk/ is written ‘nk.’
Long vowels /i: e: a: o:/ are written as double vowels: ‘ii, ee, aa, oo.’ I depart
from this standard othography in several ways. First, in the first line of glossed
examples, I use a capital ‘T’ and ‘A’ to indicate epenthetic /t/ and /a/. I also
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use a capital ‘N’ to represent the phoneme /N/, a nasal that is unspecified for
place of articulation, which occurs syllable-finally. In the standard Nomatsi-
genga orthography, the placeless nasal is represented as an m before bilabials
and an n elsewhere. I follow this convention in the first line of all glosses, but
indicate the placeless nasal in the second line of glosses as N. /t d ts n/ all
have a dental articulation for some speakers.
Manner/Place Bilabial Dental Alveopalatal Velar Glottal Unspecified
Stop p b t k g
Fricative s S (sh) h (j)
Affricate ts tS (ch)
Nasal m n N (ng, n) N (n, m)
Liquid R (r)
Semivowel j (y)
Table 2.1: Nomatsigenga Consonants
Front Mid Back
High i, i: (ii) 1i (ë)
Mid e, e: (ee) o, o: (oo)
Low a, a: (aa)
Table 2.2: Nomatsigenga Vowels
Nomatsigenga’s phonemic inventory has several unusual characteristics.
The stop series has an interesting gap in the dentals. Although there are both
voiced and voiceless bilabial and velar stops, there is no voiced dental stop
/d/.1 The vowel series is similarly non-symmetrical. Although there are five
1Although the flap /R/ may seem to be a /d/ underlyingly and fill this gap, it does not
pattern phonologically with other voiced stop segments, suggesting it is best considered an
/R/ phonologically, as well as phonetically. First, the voiceless stops /p/ and /k/ become
8
vowels, the /u/ of the usual five-vowel inventory is instead /1i/. Further, unlike
the vowels /i, e, a, o/, /1i/ does not have a companion long vowel.
The unspecified nasal /N/ is unusual and requires some explanation. I
include a placeless nasal in the list of phonemes for several reasons. It is the
only phoneme that can be a syllable coda and can only appear word-medially,
before a stop consonant. It takes on the place features of the following con-
sonant. In most Nomatsigenga words, a historical process has simplified clus-
ters of /Nk/ and /mp/ to /N/ and /m/, respectively. This process created a
phoneme /N/ that doesn’t occur in other Kampan languages (Michael 2011).
Positing the phoneme /N/ may seem extraneous–it would seem that a simpler
solution would be to suggest that an underlying nasal that takes on place fea-
tures of a following stop consonant. However, the underspecified nasal simply
disappears when no stop consonant follows, a phenomenon which cannot be
predicted by assuming that it is underlyingly one of the other nasals, since all
other nasals can be found (only) as syllable onsets. Therefore, there would be
no way to explain the deletion of /N/ when not followed by an oral stop unless
we posit that it is a distinct phoneme. For a more complete discussion of this
phenomenon in other Kampan languages, see Michael (2008); Payne (1981).
An alternative analysis of /N/ would be to suggest that there is a
voiced to /b/ and /g/ at the beginning of a nominal root when preceded by a possession
prefix. However, /t/-initial nominal roots do not undergo a similar process of voicing to /R/,
suggesting that the /R/ phoneme should not be considered an underlying /d/. Further, the
flap /R plus the high front glide /j/ (/Rj/) is an allowable complex onset. However, voiced
stops plus the glide are not allowable onsets, which provides other evidence that the rhotic
does not pattern with other voiced stops and is not underlyingly /d/.
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series of prenasalized stops, /mp, nd, Nk/, with /mp/ usually surfacing as [m]
and /Nk/ usually surfacing as [N]. This analysis is simpler in some ways, since
it no longer requires the stipulation that /N/ only occurs syllable-finally, in
turn simplifying the syllable structure. As a phonological counterargument,
there is no way to predict where /mp/ surfaces as /m/ and where /Nk/ surfaces
as [N]. On a morphological level, this analysis requires that irrealis inflection
operates via stem change, changing the first stop consonant of a verb root
to its prenasalized version, which seems a less likely process than positing a
simple concatenative process (see section 8). Further, this also requires the
stipulation of an arbitrary division within the class of inalienable nouns. In
non-possessed variants, inalienable nouns take an Unpossessed suffix, as shown
in example (2.1).23
2I use a four-line gloss, following recent Kampan literature. The first line presents a
phonemic representation of the utterance. I use a version of the standard Nomatsigenga
orthography in order to indicate placeless nasals (‘N’) (see 2.1.1) and epenthetic segments.
‘A’ and ‘T’ indicate an epenthetic vowel /a/ and an epenthetic consonant /t/, respectively.
The second line shows the morphological breakdown of the word–each morpheme is given
in a basic form–e.g. the third-person masculine form is always shown as i=, although it
surfaces as either i= or j=. The third line provides a gloss, and the fourth gives a free
translation.
3I use the following glossing conventions in Nomatsigenga examples: 1, first person sin-
gular/plural exclusive; 2, second person; 3m, third person masculine; 3nm, third person
non-masculine; s, subject; o, object; p, possessor; abl, Ablative all, Allative; anim, An-
imate; appl.ben, Benefactive applicative; appl.indr, Indirective applicative; appl.pres,
Presential applicative, appl.purp, Purposive applicative, a.nmlz, action nominalizer;
ben.obj, Benefactive object; caus.soc, Sociative causative; dem.dist, Distal demonstra-
tive; dem.prox, Proximate demonstrative; distr, Distributive; extr, Extremal; hab, Ha-
bitual; hort, Hortative; inan, inanimate; int.pro, interrogative pronoun; ipfv, Imperfec-
tive; irreal, Irrealis (prefix); irreal.i, Irrealis, class I (suffix); irreal.a, Irrealis, class A
(suffix); loc, Locative; neg, Negative; pfv, Perfective aspect; pl, Plural; poss, Possessed;









On the other hand, there are some roots which end in /Ntsi/ when they














With an analysis of the phoneme /N/, this has a fairly simple expla-
nation: the roots with unpossessed variants ending in /Ntsi/ end with the
phoneme /N/, which only surfaces when followed by a stop consonant, in line
with other phonotactic restrictions in the language. On the other hand, an
analysis that includes prenasalized stops requires the division of two classes of
inalienable nouns; the first of which takes the -tsi allomorph of the unpossessed
suffix, and the second of which takes the -ntsi allomorph.
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There are five simple vowels: /i, e, a, o/ and the phonetic diphthong
/1i/ (‘ë’). /i/, /e/, /a/, and /o/ have long counterparts: /i:/, /e:/, /a:/, and
/o:/, as seen in the following examples:
(2.3) a. pititsi ‘plumage, feathers’
b. piiri ‘your father’
(2.4) a. eroma ‘type of edible worm’
b. eéroti ‘parrot with yellow chest’
(2.5) a. kátari ‘aquatic bird’
b. kataári ‘white’
(2.6) a. +óg ‘drink’
b. +oóg ‘kill’4
Although the vowel /1i/ is phonetically diphthongal, it does not act like
a diphthong phonologically. Other diphthongs (/ai/, /oi/, and /ei/) attract
stress, as can be seen in example (2.7-2.8), where the syllables with dipthongs
get stress, regardless of position in the word, while syllables with /1i/ do not
attract stress away from normal stress assignment in disyllabic iambic feet, as
shown in examples (2.9-2.10).
(2.7) notsoigani [no."tsoi.­ga.ni]























‘They said to me’
(2.10) yamëka ["ya.më.ka] ‘now’
2.1.2 Phonotactics
Nomatsigenga syllable structure is quite simple. Any consonant but
/N/ can form a syllable onset. The only allowable complex onsets consist of
a stop, fricative, affricate, or /n/ plus the semivowel /j/(‘y’), and only before
/a/, as in examples (2.11-2.15). I analyze such sequences as complex onsets,
rather than as a complex vowel /ja/ since only specific consonants can precede
this sequence, whereas any consonant can precede other vowels. I also analyze
them as a complex onset, rather than as a series of phonemic palatalized
consonants /kj/, /pj/, etc., since they can only precede the vowel /a/. Other
consonants do not have this restriction. By positing that these sequences are
complex onsets, their limited distribution seems to follow more naturally than
positing either palatalized consonants or complex vowels.
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(2.11) tyapa ‘chicken’
(2.12) pyari ’masato [manioc beer]’
(2.13) syatatsi ’claw, fingernail’
(2.14) tsyairi ’paucar sp.’
(2.15) kanyari ‘green’
In addition to the phonetic diphthong /1i/, the dipthongs /ai/, /ei/, and
/oi/, which are both phonetically and phonemically dipthongal, are attested.
These dipthongs attract stress, unlike /1i/, as shown above in §2.1.1. Only
the underspecified nasal, /N/, can be a syllable coda and its distribution is
further constrained in that it is only found word-medially and only precedes
stop consonants.
The vowels /e/ and /1i/ do not occur root-initially. /e/ and /1i/ do
both occur in roots, as in +kem ‘to listen’ (2.16) and +sëba ‘to whistle’ (2.17).
However, neither of these phonemes are found in root-initial position in verbs,























Nomatsigenga has a contrast between high tone and no tone, as shown
in the minimal pair in (2.18-2.19), where the only difference in the two words
is the tone on the vowel root. High tone is marked with an acute accent above
























‘I’m not being stingy with it.’
A spectrogram of the utterance in (2.18) can be seen in Figure 2.1. Note the
(relatively) flat pitch, as depicted by the blue line, on the second syllable. On
the other hand, Figure 2.2 shows a spectrogram of the utterance in example
(2.19). Note that the tone on the second syllable is higher than the other
syllables in the utterance.
5Minimal pairs in Nomatsigenga are rare. What follows in (2.18) is the only true minimal
pair found to date to demonstrate tone. Some near-minimal pairs can be seen in examples
(2.20-2.23).
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Figure 2.1: Spectrogram of utterance nometimaro, example (2.18)
Figure 2.2: Spectrogram of utterance nométimaro, example (2.19)
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The placement of tone on the word is not predictable and is assigned
to each syllable individually. For example, in disyllabic words, tone can be
assigned to the first syllable (2.20), the second syllable (2.21), both syllables
(2.22), or none (2.23).
(2.20) a. áro ‘large, black bird’
b. chógo ‘species of large bird’
(2.21) a. mop´̈e ‘rock’
b. nijá ‘water’
c. chomó ‘type of clay jar’
(2.22) a. śımá ‘fish’
b. śıtsá ‘earthworm’
(2.23) a. choko ‘type of cane’
In the case of a sequence of vowels (long vowels or diphthongs), tone
may be assigned to either the first or second vowel in the sequence, as can be
seen by comparing the plural suffix -áıg with the first-person plural inclusive
marker =ái. This distinction suggests that the tone bearing unit is the mora,
not the syllable.
Barring any special stress-attracting syllables, stress is assigned in di-
syllabic iambic feet, with main word stress on the final foot. Stress is attracted
to closed syllables and those that are assigned high tone. Some clitics, such
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as the first- and second-person object markers, =na and =mi, carry inherent
stress.
2.2 Morphophonemics
Word-formation in Nomatsigenga is subject to a number of morphophono-
logical rules. Nearly every morpheme has multiple allomorphs, the choice of
which is governed by the phonological context. I defer discussion of morpheme-
specific morphophonology until the discussion of the relevant morpheme. How-
ever, there are several morphophonemic processes that apply more generally,
including post-root epenthesis and /h/-deletion. In the first line of the glosses,
I remain as faithful as possible to the output form. In the second line of glosses,
I show an underlying morphophonological form of the utterance, which means
showing a basic form for all morphemes. This basic form includes /h/ segments
deleted at the surface and does not include epenthetic segments.
Nomatsigenga has a relatively simple syllable structure, in which se-
quences of vowels are disallowed, and only the placeless nasal /N/ can be a
syllable coda. The only allowable complex onsets are /tj/, /kj/, /pj/, /nj/,
and /sj/. However, the concatenation of morphology causes a number of con-
sonant or vowel sequences. Following the verb root, these illegal sequences are
solved by epenthesis. Vowel hiatus is resolved by the epenthesis of the con-
sonant /t/, while illegal consonant sequences are solved by epenthesis of the
vowel /a/. Epenthetic consonants are indicated in the first line of all glosses
with a capital ‘T,’ epenthetic vowels are indicated with an uppercase ‘A.’ The
18







































A morpheme-final phoneme /N/ (place-unspecified nasal) also requires










‘He said to him’
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Nomatsigenga also has a rule by which a consonant /h/ (‘j’) may delete,
resulting in a high tone on a stressed vowel either following or preceding the
/h/.6 Nanti has a similar rule, although the phonetic correlate of the deleted
/h/ is nasalization on a preceding vowel (Michael 2008). The consonants on
either side of the deleted /h/ remain syllabified in separate consonants, as


























‘They encountered the path.’ (CCPuentedeoro, 106.25s)
A spectrogram of the utterance, showing high pitch on the vowel before
the deleted /h/, (2.29) can be seen in Figure 2.3. Note that this root must
have a stem-final /h/, otherwise an epenthetic /t/ would be required between
the stem-final vowel and the suffix-initial vowel.
Nomatsigenga also has a class of stem-changing verbs. These verbs
have a root-final velar stop following a front vowel. When a suffix with a /k/
6While this is a major source of tone, there are morphemes that have lexically-assigned
tone.
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Figure 2.3: Spectrogram of utterance Ińıapëro abatsi, example (2.29)
immediately follows the root, the root-final stop is weakened to /h/, which
then deletes, according to the rule discussed above. These verbs are discussed
in more detail in section 2.2.5.
With respect to the ordering of these three rules, epenthetic segments
must be assigned first, since /h/-deletion creates sequences of vowels that do
not trigger any epenthetic segments. The weakening of the final velar stop in
stem-changing verbs to /h/ must also precede /h/-deletion, since it feeds this
rule. This process can be seen in example (2.30), where the final velar stop
of the root +isig is weakened to /h/, which is then deleted. Although this
creates a post-root sequence of two vowels between the root and the perfective
suffix -ak, no epenthetic /t/ is used in this spot. I demonstrate the order in
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Rule /∅=isig-k-a/ (2.30) /∅=ijá-k-e/ (2.28) /∅=ijá-i=ni/ (2.26)
Epenthesis ∅=isig-A-k-a – ∅=ijá-T-i=ni
Stem-change ∅=isih-ak-a – –
/h/-deletion ∅=iśı-ak-a ∅=iá-k-e ∅=iá-T-i=ni
Table 2.3: Rule-ordering of common morphophonemic processes
which these rules must apply in Table 2.3. No morpheme-specific allomorphic
rules interact with these rules: I assume that allomorphs chosen on the basis of












2.2.1 Verbs as a class
Nomatsigenga verbs are easily distinguished from other word classes in
the language. They are the only required element of a clause, and, in main
clauses, are minimally inflected with a bound pronoun and for reality status,










Although examples such as (2.31), with minimal morphology, are pro-
duced and accepted in elicitation, they almost never occur in natural speech.
Most examples also have at least other inflectional morphology–mostly direc-
tionals (2.32) or aspect markers (2.33). Reality status, aspect, and directional






















Verbs can also be identified by their ability to take the action nominal-
izing suffix -agaN, as shown in example (2.34). These nominalized forms are


















2.2.2 Verbs vs. Nouns
Subject marking on verbs and possessive marking on nouns are ho-
mophonous in most cases, as can be seen in Table 2.4, with the exception
of the prevocalic allomorphs of the third-person masculine markers. For ver-
bal subjects, the marker surfaces as y=, for nominal possessors, the marker
surfaces as ir-.
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Table 2.4: Comparison of verbal subject marking and nominal possessive-marking allomorphy
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Transitive and ditransitive verbs also take object marking, as shown in






















‘He gave it to you.’
Some nouns, especially kin terms, have word-final sequences /ri/ and
/ro/, which are homophonous with the third person object markers -ri (mas-
culine) and -ro (non-masculine), as seen in (2.37). These markers appear to be
remnants of a noun class system and are not productive. Furthermore, nouns
do not carry any suffixes or enclitics analogous to the object markers for first-
person singular/plural exclusive (=na), second-person (=mi), or first-person
plural inclusive (=ái).7
(2.37) antiasiporo ‘old woman’ (c.f. -ro, 3nmo)
antiasipori ‘old man’ (c.f. -ri, 3mo)
Nouns fall into two classes–alienable and inalienable, both of which
carry morphology not found on verbs–these criteria also differentiate nouns
7Note the close phonological similarities between first-person singular/plural exclusive
subject proclitic na=, possessor prefix na-, and object enclitic =na. While these are phono-
logically similar, nouns do not carry any suffixes or enclitics that are similar to the verbal
enclitic =na.
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and verbs. Alienable nouns are easily distinguished from verbs due to their
morphology when possessed. Alienable nouns take an additional Possessed
suffix -re, -te, or -ne when they appear with a prefix marking agreement with

























On the other hand, inalienable nouns can be distinguished from verbs
by their morphology when not possessed. Inalienable nouns must carry the
Unpossessed morpheme -tsi, when not possessed by another noun in the noun
phrase, as shown in example (2.39).












Verbs do not take the Possessed suffixes -re, -ne, or -te, nor do they
take the Unpossessed suffix -tsi. Further, nouns do not take reality status or
any other inflectional verb marking, despite homophony in most subject and
possessor cross-referencing.
2.2.3 Verbs vs. Adjectives
A class of adjectives can also be differentiated from verbs. In Nomat-
sigenga, there is an adjectival construction. These adjectives show agreement
with the head noun using markers homophonous with third-person verbal ob-
ject markers, as shown in examples (2.40) and (2.41). Nomatsigenga lacks a
copula, so the forms below can be either a noun phrase or a clause.















‘tasty pork’, ‘The pork is tasty.’
















‘bad man’, ‘The man is bad.’
The boundary between verbs and adjectives is fuzzy. Many roots can
be used with either adjectival or with verbal inflection, as shown in examples
(2.42) and (2.43), where the (a) examples are adjectival and the (b) examples
are verbal, although similar roots are used in both circumstances. It is par-
ticularly common in elicitation to use adjectival inflection to express positive
polarity and a verbal construction for negative polarity, although it is not clear
whether the same is true for natural discourse. Note that, in these examples,
the adjectival forms do not have any reality status inflection, although the
verbs all encode reality status.







‘sharp knife’, ‘The knife is sharp.’













‘the not-sharp knife’, ‘The knife isn’t sharp.’
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‘not salty,’ ‘It’s not salty.’
Although the data shown above may seem to suggest that “adjectives”
are actually a subclass of verbs and Nomatsigenga uses a split-S or fluid-S
alignment system, there are reasons to posit distinct verbal and adjectival
constructions, despite the homophony in agreement marking. Most notably,
adjectives do not carry reality status marking, which are otherwise required
on all verbs. Adjectives also do not take first or second person markers. When
an adjective is used with a first or second person referent, the adjective agrees
with the gender of the referent, not the person, as shown in (2.44) [first person]
















‘You (a man) are thin.’
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Many roots that appear in adjectival constructions can also be used
in a verbal construction. These verbal constructions differ from adjectival
constructions in that they take subject-marking proclitics (not object mark-
ing) and reality status marking. In this construction, first and second person
referents require agreement with person, rather than gender, as shown in ex-
ample (2.46). This root can also be used in an adjectival construction—see



















Furthermore, verbs can take the full range of verbal morphology, al-
though only reality status is required. Adjectives do not make use of verbal
morphology, with the exception of agreement markers, which are homophonous
with object markers.
Although the class of adjectival roots may largely or entirely overlap
with homophonous verb roots, it does seem to be the case that there are
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distinct adjectival constructions that share very few characteristics with ver-
bal constructions. Given the homophony of adjectival agreement with object
agreement, it seems likely that the adjectival constructions grew out of a split-
or fluid-S alignment system. This story is strengthened by traces of split-S
in Asháninka (Payne & Payne 2005).8 However, Nomatsigenga seems best
described synchronically as a language with a nominative-accusative align-
ment system (see §9.2 for a discussion of alignment) and a separate adjectival
construction, with the homophonous adjectival agreement and verbal object
markers.
2.2.4 Types of verbs
Nomatsigenga has two verb classes, here referred to as ‘Class I’ and
‘Class A.’ These classes are distinguished only on the basis of reality status
marking, using the four affixes presented in Table 2.5. A list of class I verbs
Class I Class A
Realis -i -a
Irrealis -e -ima
Table 2.5: Reality status markers, showing differentiation of Nomatsigenga
verb classes
is given in (2.48), a list of class A verbs can be found in (2.49). In these lists,
stem-changing verbs are bold-faced. The discussion of stem-changing verbs
8Tom Durand is currently carrying out an investigation of fluid-S alignment in Kampan
languages. However, my corpus shows no examples of fluid-S alignment, suggesting that if
fluid-S strategies are still possible in Nomatsigenga, they are very rare.
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will follow in §2.2.5. While the number of class I verbs outnumber class A
verbs, class A verbs tend to be high frequency items. Further, although the
number of class A verbs is smaller than the number of class I verbs, it is still
a large class, as can be seen in the lists below. Class A verbs also seem to be
a closed class, since all Spanish loanwords, which are indicated with (Sp.), are
class I verbs.
(2.48) Class I verbs
• +aagë ‘grab’
• +abaté ‘go forward’
• +agaN ‘marry’
• +agëtab ‘appear’
• +agobah ‘accept (a proposal)’
• +akiraN ‘be open-mouthed’
• +amama ‘float’
• +anë ‘walk’





• +asi ‘to close up’





• +gó ‘know, learn’
• +ikibig ‘grow’
• +ijá ‘go’







• +iin ‘be (at)’
• +jó ‘throw out’
• +kaig ‘accept (a person)’
• +kaim ‘shout’
• +kam ‘die’







• +komant ‘tell, advise’
• +konté ‘appear’




• +nibá ‘talk with’





• +omanigih ‘see, visit’
• +omaki ‘bring’
• +oté ‘fill’






• +shapi ‘be full’




• +sonka ‘play a panflute’
• +tarobagá ‘work’ (Sp.)
• +tem ‘go forward a little’
• +tim ‘live (someplace)’
• +tomoki ‘free sthg.’
(2.49) Class A verbs
• +apato ‘have a meeting’
• +aree ‘arrive’
• +jiit ‘be called’
• +ka ‘wake up’




• +itsom ‘be born’
• +mak ‘realize’
• +mamoi ‘to cover’
• +maNchaḱı ‘dress (onself)’
• +naN ‘exist’
• +óg ‘drink’
• +omanona ‘make a hut’
• +omé ‘be stingy with’
• +ome ‘be accustomed to’
• +oté ‘ride in/on’
• +panya ‘start, be from’
• +peg ‘get lost, disappear’
• +shoN ‘turn around’
• +singi ‘drink, get drunk’
• +tsiba ‘be accompanied by’
Historically, in the Kampan literature, the two verb classes have been
termed “irreflexive” (Class I) and “reflexive” (Class A), on the basis of the
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terminology used for Spanish verbs. I reject this terminology for several rea-
sons. First, the relevant category is not so much “reflexive” as “middle voice”,
with many self-directed actions using class A morphology, such as with move-
ment verbs in (2.50) and verbs of grooming, as in (2.51). In addition to the
grammatical facts below that suggest that terming the verb classes “reflexive”
and “irreflexive” is not entirely correct, I also use the terms “Class A” and
“Class I” to make clear the parallels with the verb classes in other Kampan
languages Michael (2008) and Mihas (2010) both use the same terminology,
which is based on the realis morphology used for the verb classes—Class I





















There are some roots which take either the class I marker or the class
A marker, depending on whether the root is used as a causative (transitive)

























The use of a reciprocal suffix or relexive pronoun triggers a switch to
class A (traditionally called “reflexive”), as shown in (2.53) and (2.54), where
the verbs take class A morphology in these constructions although the root
























‘They’re hitting one another.’
These tendencies do suggest that the two verb classes carry some se-
mantic load in Nomatsigenga and can be described as a distinction between
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active and middle voice. However, the classes do not seem to be synchronically
predictable. Within the class of eating and drinking verbs, the root +og, ‘to
drink,’ requires a class A reality status marker (2.55), while the root +ap ‘to












































‘I’m going to eat.’
Similarly, the root +singi, ‘to drink alcohol, get drunk,’ takes class A
marking, while the root +aág, ‘to eat meat’ takes class I marking. Within the
class of motion verbs, the root +isig takes class A marking, while the root
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+anë ‘to walk’ takes class I marking. While verb class membership can be
generally unpredictable, the Nomatsigenga examples seem more unpredictable
than most, with just as many exceptions to the rule as those that belong to the
expected verb class. Therefore, I suggest that the Nomatsigenga verb classes
are a bleached version of an earlier system, but not to the extent that class
membership is completely arbitrary.
2.2.5 Stem-changing verbs
Nomatsigenga also has a fairly large class of stem-changing verbs. This
class is made up of verb roots that have a sequence of a nucleus /i,e/ and a
coda /k,g/ in the final syllable of the root.10 The velar stop is deleted when
the morpheme immediately following the root begins with /k,g/, although an
epenthetic vowel between the stem-final consonant and the /k/-initial mor-
pheme remains. Examples can be seen in example (2.57), with the root +isig,
‘run’ in which the (a) example does not carry a /k/-intial suffix, and the nor-
mal root appears. In (b), the word also carries the perfective morpheme -k,
and the modified root appears. Verbs from both class A and class I can be
stem-changing, as seen in the examples below, where example (2.57) uses a
class A verb, while (2.58) uses a class I verb.
(2.57) a. isigani
10There are verb roots that end in /k/ or /g/ that are not stem-changing, but these also
are not preceded by a front vowel. All verbs that end in a sequence of a front vowel and a














































‘I dug up manioc.’
Most of the verb roots in this class have the vowel /i/ as the final syllable
nucleus. There are a few verb roots with a vowel /e/ in the final syllable, as
shown in examples (2.59), with the root +peg ‘disappear’ and example (2.60)
with the root +baség, ‘to hit oneself.’ Although the vowel quality in the root












































I suggest that the velar stop (either /g/ or /k/) dissociates from a
velar stop in the following syllable by a process of lenition to /h/, which then
deletes based on an independent phonological process, triggering high tone on
the preceding vowel. High tone on the root vowel /i/ can be seen in Figure





























‘He ran to the park.’
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Figure 2.5: Spectrogram of utterance Iśıaka parkekë.
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Chapter 3
Overview of Inflectional Morphology
The chart in (3.1) shows the relative locations of inflectional verb mor-
phology.
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Subj. Irrealis Stem Direction Number Core Aspect Translocative Reality Status Obj. Imperfective
na= N- -ap -áıg -k -iN -i =na =ni
pi= ∅ -an -gé -ats -e =mi =ti
o= -ob -aj -a -ro
i= -aNt -ima -ri
a= -ái
-ne
Table 3.1: Nomatsigenga Verb Morphology Template
In Table 3.2 below, the inflectional characteristics of each ‘slot’ in the morphological template are
shown.
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Subj. Irrealis Direction Number Core Aspect Transloc. Reality Status Obj. Imperf.
Required/zero morph. yes yes yes no yes yes yes yes yes
Lexical generality yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Changes word class no no no no no no no no no
Indicates relationship yes no no yes no no no yes no
Paradigm gap no no no no no no no no no
Internal combination no no no no no no no no no
Smaller system yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Higher frequency yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Lighter yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
More regular yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Table 3.2: Characteristics of ‘inflectional’ morphology
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3.1 Characteristics of inflectional morphology
The distinction between verbal inflectional and derivational morphol-
ogy is not clear cut in Nomatsigenga. In general, the morphemes that appear
furthest from the root are more inflectional than those that attach closer to the
root. However, drawing a line between the last derivational slot and the first
inflectional slot is difficult. Here, I describe the morphological slots that have
at least some inflectional properties, although not all of these slots have all the
properties of inflectional morpholoy. The dicussion here draws on the criteria
given for distinguishing derivation from inflection found in Bybee (1985, p.
81-7) and Aikhenvald (2007, p. 36-38).
One of the criteria most commonly used to differentiate inflectional
from derivational morphology is the concept of obligatoriness (Aikhenvald
2007; Bybee 1985). Obligatoriness, or the necessity of a given morpheme in
a given syntactic construction, holds clearly for participant and reality status
marking.
Closely tied up with the notion of obligatoriness is the idea of zero-
marked morphology as indicative of an inflectional category (Bybee 1985).
That is, the absence of a morpheme in a particular morphological slot can
have just as much semantic content as the presence of an overt morpheme.
I argue that this is the case for the category of aspect. Although they can
occur with any aspect marker in elicitation settings, verbs often appear with
no overt aspect marking in natural discourse. This is especially surprising,
considering that there is a distinction between perfective and imperfective,
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meaning that, intuitively, it seems that the vast majority of verbs should be
marked in some way. However, I argue in other work that verbs are associated
with inherent perfectivity or imperfectivity and aspect markers only need to
be used when the event-specific perfectivity and the verb’s inherent perfectiv-
ity value don’t match up (Lawrence 2012). Thus, encountering a verb without
an aspect marker does not mean that a speaker chose not to highlight the
aspectual properties of the event (which would be characteristic of optional or
derivational morphology), but that the normal assumptions about the perfec-
tivity of the event can be made. Under this analysis, the lack of a marker or
the use of a “zero” marker in either the core aspect or the Imperfective slot
does mean something.
Unlike the other inflectional categories, number does not seem to be an
obligatorily-marked category, since there are examples where there must be
multiple participants involved in an action, but this is not marked on the verb
in the number slot. Since Nomatsigenga does not distinguish between singular
and plural for most person markers either, such utterances are ambiguous. On
the other hand, since number markers are lexically general (applied to any
word in the right class) and indicate relationships among the words in the
sentence (see Table 3.2 above), I classify this morphology as inflectional.
A second criteria for inflectional morphology is that of lexical general-
ity (Bybee 1985). All of the categories discussed as inflectional categories can
be extended to a very large set of applicable lexical items. The discussion of
aspect, above, would suggest that this generality is untrue for aspect mark-
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ers. However, these markers can be combined productively with any verb,
it’s simply that some combinations are uncommon in text data. Interestingly,
this lexical generality is also true of directionals. Although directionals are
most commonly associated with motion verbs, Nomatsigenga directionals are
also associated with other semantic classes of verbs. Such combinations have
the meaning that the motion was a necessary part of doing some action (e.g.,
moving in some direction in order to do something upon arrival).
Traditionally, morphology that changes the word class of a root is de-
fined as derivational morphology (Aikhenvald 2007). None of the morphology
discussed here changes the class of a verb to any of the other major word
classes (e.g., noun, adjective). Further, none of these markers change the
membership of a verb from a class I to a class A verb (see §2.2.4 for a dis-
cussion of verb classes). There are several derivational verbal morphemes that
do change the membership of verb roots from class I to class A or vice versa,
such as the reciprocal morpheme -abakag. Use of -abakag results in the use of
class A morphology, even when the root is normally class I. I do not include
any morphology that causes a change in verb class among the discussion of
inflection.
Inflectional morphology is often used to indicate the grammatical rela-
tionships among the words in a sentence (Aikhenvald 2007). In the Nomatsi-
genga verb, only subject and object cross-referencing and number are used to
indicate clause-level grammatical relations. However, this is expected, since
these categories are inherently agreement categories, and, by definition, in-
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dicate grammatical relations. The other categories are inherent to the verb,
and thus logically cannot indicate grammatical relations. On the other hand,
aspect and related categories can be relevant to syntax when they are subor-
dinate to another verb. For example, irrealis marking can be required on the
second element of a verb sequence if the first verb is something along the line
of +kog, ‘to want.’ Similarly, all elements of a serial verb construction must
have the same aspectual values, making reality status and aspect markers of
grammatical relationships within complex verb phrases.
As is characteristic of inflectional morphology, there are no gaps in the
paradigms (Aikhenvald 2007, p. 36). All the morphology I classify as “inflec-
tional” can be applied to any root. See §3.2, below, for a discussion of the
combinatorial properties of inflectional morphology. There are several com-
binations of morphemes that are disallowed, simply because they are blocked
by other constructions. These generalizations do not hold of derivational mor-
phology. For example, there are gaps with applicative morphology, as can be
seen by comparing (3.1) with (3.2), where the applicative marker -b́ı simply
cannot be combined with the verb root +ngo, ‘to cook,’ even though there is
no reason why the two shouldn’t be combinable. On the other hand, all of the



























‘I’m cooking (for some purpose).’
Morphemes within an inflectional slot are not combinable, with the
exception of a few combinations of object markers, when attached to a ditran-
sitive verb (see section 3.2) for details. On the other hand, morphemes within
a derivational slot can be combinable, as is the case in example (3.3), where
two morphemes from the valence-adjusting position are combined.

































‘For three more years, I’ll watch out for this town, San Antonio.’
(RCjefe, 129.86s)
Aikhenvald (2007) notes that, when compared with derivation, inflec-
tional morphology tends to form smallish systems, have high frequency, and
be monosyllabic (p. 36). When compared to derivational morphology, all mor-
phology discussed under the umbrella of inflectional morphology for Nomat-
sigenga belongs to a smaller systems or ‘slots’ than derivational morphology,
is higher frequency than derivational morphology, is largely phonologically
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‘lighter’ than derivational morphology, and exhibits more phonological regu-
larity. The slots for inflectional morphology have a smaller number of options
than the slots for derivational morphology. For example, the class of elements
that can be found in a noun incorporation slot is large (at least twenty items),
though closed. There are eight or nine distinct morphemes that can appear
in valence-adjusting slot following the verb, and the class of “adverbial” mor-
phemes, such as -aniaN, ‘all night,’ is similarly much larger than any of the
inflectional slots. All morphology classed as inflectional is higher frequency
than derivational morphology. All inflectional morphemes are monosyllabic
and generally ‘lighter’ with respect to phonological content than derivational
morphemes, which are up to three syllables, as is the case with the reciprocal
morpheme -abakag. Finally, all allomorphy within inflectional morphemes is
predictable based on immediate phonological context or verb class. There are
some morphemes in Nomatsigenga for which allomorphy is not predictable.
These are, crucially, all derivational morphemes, such as the purposive ap-
plicative -b́ı, which alternates with -biŕı or the associative causative -akag,
which alternates with -ak.
3.2 Combinatorial properties
Due to the large number of categories marked on the verb, I will not
present a traditional “paradigm,” but will discuss combinatorial properties of
morphology marked on the verb. Within the template slots, markers are not
combinable, with the exception of object markers. On benefactive ditransitive
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verbs, speech act participant recipients are marked by combining a first or sec-
ond person object marker with one of the third-person markers, which agrees
with the theme. When both the recipient and the theme are third-person ar-
guments, the marker -ne marks the theme, while the recipient is marked with
regular third-person arguments.
There are some restrictions on combinations of inflectional morphol-
ogy, due largely to semantic restrictions or bocking by other morphology. The
Irrealis prefix is only combinable with the irrealis suffix. Since verbs are inher-
ently class A or class I, each verb combines only with two of the four reality
status suffixes. In effect, this means that verbs must be either Realis or Irrealis
(two options), although the category of Irrealis is doubly marked. The choice
of Imperfective markers is dependent on the animacy of the absolutive argu-
ment, which means that Imperfective marking is, to some extent, dependent
on verbal semantics (e.g., ‘die’ will not take an inanimate patient argument).
But, for the most part, the two imperfective markers are also freely combin-
able with any verb. A first person singular/plural exclusive subject marker
na= cannot be combined with the first person singular/plural exclusive ob-
ject marker =na. Similarly, the second person subject marker pi= cannot be
combined with a second person object marker =mi, nor can the first person
plural inclusive subject marker a= be combined with the first person plural
inclusive object marker =ái. These combinations are blocked by the reciprocal
morpheme -abakag or the reflexive pronouns.
As shown in example (3.4a) below, the use of the first person plural
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inclusive subject marker does not require the use of the plural number marker,
as may be expected on logical grounds (more generally, plural marking is not
required when either participant is plural). However, the two can appear to-
gether (3.4b), meaning that all combinations of these two markers are possible.
The same is true of the first person plural inclusive object marker, =ái, which
can appear with or without the plural marker, as in (3.4c-d). The first person
plural inclusive object marker blocks the appearance of reality status suffixes,
as can be seen in (3.4c-d). However, the irrealis prefix still appears with this








































‘He hit us all.’ or ‘They hit us all.’
Accounting for the above restrictions, any intransitive verb can be com-
bined with any of the five person markers, inflected as either realis or irrealis,
receive one of the three directionals (or none), one of the two number mark-
ers (or none), one of the four core aspect markers (or none), may be marked
with or without the translocative marker, and can be marked with either of
the imperfective markers, or without one. This yields five options for subject
marking, two for reality status, four for directionals, three for number, five for
core aspect, two for translocative, and three for imperfective, giving a total of
3,600 possible forms for intransitive verbs.
With respect to normal transitive verbs, there are 22 possible subject-
object combinations. The twenty-two possible subject-object combinations
come from five subject markers multiplied by the five object markers, mi-
nus the three impossible combinations described above. As with intransitive
verbs, there are two possibilities for reality status, four possibilities for direc-
tionals, three possibilities for number, five possibilities for core aspect, two
for translocative, and three for imperfective, giving a total of 15,840 possible
forms for transitive verbs.
Finally, the verb *p ‘give,’ is a true ditransitive verb. This verb, as
well as some transitive verbs that can participate in a benefactive alterna-
tion, mark two objects on the verb. This leads to thirty-four possibilities for
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combinations of subject, recipient/beneficiary object, and theme object. The
person marking combinations for verbs with two object markers are: first per-
son singular/plural exclusive with: second person recipient and third person
masculine or non-masculine theme, first person plural inclusive recipient and
masculine or non-masculine theme, or a -ne marked theme and a masculine or
non-masculine recipient (6 possibilities); second person with: first person sin-
gular/plural exclusive recipient and masculine or non-masculine theme, with
first person plural inclusive recipient and masculine or non-masculine theme,
or with a -ne marked theme and a masculine or non-masculine recipient (6
possibilities); first person plural inclusive with: a first person singular/plural
exclusive recipient and a third person masculine or non-masculine theme or
second person recipient with a masculine or non-masculine theme (6 possibil-
ities); a third person masculine subject with: a first person singular/plural
exclusive recipient and a masculine or non-masculine theme, a second person
recipient and masculine or non-masculine theme, a first person plural inclu-
sive recipient and a masculine or non-masculine theme, or a -ne marked theme
and a masculine or non-masculine recipient(8 possibilities); a third person non-
masculine subject with: a first person singular/plural exclusive recipient and
a masculine or non-masculine theme, a second person recipient and masculine
or non-masculine theme, a first person plural inclusive recipient and a mas-
culine or non-masculine theme, or a -ne marked theme and a masculine or
non-masculine recipient (8 possibilities). Combined with the two possibilities
for reality status, four possibilities for directional marking, three options for
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number, five for core aspect, two for translocative, and three for imperfective,
these verbs have a total of 24,480 possible forms.
Table 3.3 shows the number of logical possibilities for each inflectional
slot or combination of slots (in the case of subject/object combinations and
reality status), as well as a total number of logical possibilities for each type
of verb.
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Valence Subj./Obj. Reality Status Directional Number Core Aspect Translocative Imperf. Total
Intr. 5 2 4 3 5 2 3 3,600
Trans. 22 2 4 3 5 2 3 15,840
Ditr. 34 2 4 3 5 2 3 24,480





4.1 Subject Marking Prefixes
In Nomatsigenga, as in most other Arawak languages, a clausal subject
can be marked using a bound pronoun on the verb, or with a free noun or
pronoun. The subject-marking proclitics are shown in Table 4.1. Subject
markers are largely homophonous with possession markers, with the exception
of a pre-vocalic allomorph of the third-person masculine form. See section
2.2.2, above, for an illustration of this homophony.
Person Prefix




1 plural, inclusive a=
Table 4.1: Nomatsigenga bound pronoun proclitics
Free pronouns are shown in Table 4.2.
While forms similar to subject markers are used as possession markers
on nouns, subject markers are less phonologically integrated with the verb
stem than possession markers are with noun stems. As can be seen in examples
(4.1-4.2), a possessive prefix causes noun stem-initial /p, k/ to become voiced.
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Person Prefix




1 plural, inclusive aro
Table 4.2: Nomatsigenga free pronouns
When the noun is not possessed, a noun stem-initial /p/ or /k/ is word-initial
and unvoiced, but when possessed and marked with a possessive prefix, the
sound is voiced. In example (4.1) below, the unpossessed version in (a) has a
voiceless bilabial stop /p/, while the possessed version in (4.1a) has a voiced
stop . In example (4.2), the unpossessed version in (a) has a voiceless velar

























The voiced and voiceless bilabial stops can both appear word-initially,
as shown in examples (4.3-4.4); evidence that the bilabial stop in the unpos-
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With velar stops, the distinction between voiced and voiceless stops
is neutralized word-initially. However, the two phonemes are distinct as the
onset of stressed syllables, as shown in the examples in (4.5-4.6).
(4.5) áıǵıto ‘right now’ [­áı."ǵı.to]
(4.6) áıkéró ‘always’ [­áı."ké.ro]
Although the word-initial neutralization makes it difficult to tell whether
a nominal root has an underlyingly voiced or voiceless velar stop, all nominal
roots beginning with a velar stop show the pattern in (4.2). This suggests
that the voicing process happens with velar-initial noun stems, since we would
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expect a distinction between /k/ and /g/ in possessed versions when the first
syllable of the nominal stem is stressed.
This process doesn’t occur with /t/, as can be seen in example (4.7),
where a voiceless aveolar stop is used both when the noun is unpossessed (4.7a)













On the other hand, subject markers do not trigger intervocalic voicing
of /p/ and /k/. The stop-initial roots kaN ‘to say’ and p ‘to give’ are shown
with subject markers in examples (4.8-4.9), where the initial stops /k/ and
























The following sections will discuss each subject marker and its allo-
morphs individually. However, it is important to note that the form of verbal
person markers is sometimes dependent on a following segment (especially ir-
realis prefixes) that may not be present at surface level, which will be discussed
in detail in section 8.3.1.
4.1.1 First-person singular/plural exclusive na=
The first-person marker has three allomorphs: n=, no= and na=. n=
is found before vowel-initial stems, no= is used with stems that begin with
a bilabial consonant or in which the first vowel is an /o/. na= is used with
other stems–those that begin with a non-labial consonant and do not have an




no= / { C[+labial], C(j)o}
na= / elsewhere
In examples (4.11) below, the form n= is used with the vowel-initial






















Note that, in example (4.12), the root must be vowel-initial, since a
stem with an initial /p/ would cause the form of the first-person marker to be
no=.
The allomorph no= is found when the verbal stem begins with a bilabial
consonant, or when the first vowel of a consonant-initial stem is /o/. This
allomorph is a remnant of an unconditioned sound change in Nomatsigenga in
which Proto-Kampa *a >o / C[+labial] (Michael 2011). The form no= can
be seen before /p/ with the root +p ‘to give’ in example (4.13) and before




















‘I am getting dressed.’
The allomorph /no=/ is also used when the first vowel of a consonant-













Finally, the allomorph na= is used ‘elsewhere’–before stems beginning
with velar and alveolar consonants with any first vowel other than /o/. na=
is shown with the alveolar-initial +nets ‘to look’ in example (4.16) and with





















While this marker is most often used to indicate a first-person singular
subject, it can also indicate a plural exclusive subject, as in example (4.18),
where the subject marker na= is used, but the context of the story makes clear
that the visiting party is composed of a boy and his sister. First-person plural













‘We’re coming to visit you.’ (Shaver & Shaver 1976, p. 17)
4.1.2 Second person pi=
The second-person marker pi= also has three allomorphs. The allo-
morph p= is used with vowel-initial stems, po= is used with stems that begin
with bilabial consonants, and pi= is used with all other stems, namely those







p= is used with vowel-initial stems, as can be seen in examples (4.20)




















The allomorph po= is used before stems beginning with bilabial conso-
nants. The use of po= before /p/ can be seen in example (4.22) with +p ‘to






















‘You are getting dressed.’
Finally, pi= is used elsewhere, namely before all stems beginning with
a velar or alveolar consonant, as can be seen in example (4.24) with +sëba,
‘to whistle,’ before the alveolar consonant /s/, and in example (4.25) with the






















Before stems that begin with labials, both the first and second person
markers have allomorphic variants with /o/ (no=, po=); the two markers
share this conditioning environment. However, while the first person marker
allomoph no= is used before any consonant-initial stem where the first vowel
is /o/, the second person po= is not used in the same context, as can be
seen by comparing the examples in (4.26) below. Although the root +ngo ‘to
cook’ triggers the first-person allomorph no= (4.26a), (rather than na=), the





















Other stems which take the no= variant for the first person marker,
but the pi= allomorph for the second person marker include those listed below
in (4.27).




• *shoN ‘turn around’
• *tsoig ‘lie’
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4.1.3 Third person non-masculine o=
The third person non-masculine subject marker is used with female
animate and all inanimate subjects. It has two allomorphs, p= and o=. p= is
used with stems that begin with vowels, while o= is used with consonant-initial





The p= allomorph is shown in examples (4.29) with the /i/ initial stem +isam
‘sleep,’ in (4.30) and (4.31) with the /a/ initial stem +ap, ‘to eat’ and +ar,












































On the other hand, the allomorph o= is used with all consonant-initial
roots: labial, alveolar, and velar. The use of the allomorph o= is shown in
(4.33) with +kam, ‘to die,’ in (4.34) with the root +p ‘to give,’ in (4.35) with











































‘She is hitting her/it.’
4.1.4 Third person masculine i=
The third-person masculine subject marker also has three allomorphs:






y= is used before all vowel-initial verb stems except those beginning
with /i/. The absence of /e/- and /ë/-initial verb roots means that y= appears










































Before /i/-initial stems, however, either the person marker or the first
vowel of the stem is deleted, as can be seen with the root +isam ‘to sleep’












With all consonant-initial stems, the form of the third-person masculine
subject marker is i=, as seen in example (4.43), before a labial consonant in
the root +p ‘to give,’ and in (4.44) before an alveolar consonant in the root

































4.1.5 First person plural inclusive a=
There is a distinct first person plural marker, a=, used for first per-
son plural inclusive subjects, although first person plural exclusive reference
requires the use of the first person singular marker–see §4.1.1. In example













The first-person exclusive marker /a=/ has three allomorphs: a=, o=,




o= / {C[+labial], Co }
∅= / {a, o}
a= / elsewhere
The allomorph o= is used before roots that begin with a labial con-
sonant, or those that begin with a sequence of consonant plus /o/. This can
be seen in example (4.48), where the stem begins with an /m/ and in (4.49),



























The allomorph ∅= is used before /a/- and /o/-initial verb stems, as


























With /i/-initial roots, the allomorph a= is used, as seen in example (4.52)
before the root +ijá, ‘to go’ and (4.53) with +inibá ‘to chat.’ When used with

























The a= allomorph is also used before stems beginning with non-labial conso-
















The behavior of a= with verb stems beginning with a long vowel /i:/ is
unclear, since such roots are uncommon. However, the behavior of the posses-
sive prefix a- may have a similar distribution. With nouns stems beginning in
/i/, vowel hiatus with the possessive person marker a- is resolved by deleting
the /i/, as shown in example (4.55). In the case of a long /i:/, the a- forms a

















The person marker a= has the same distribution in Ashéninka–the first
/i/ of an /i:/ sequence is deleted following a=, leaving a diphthong /ai/ (Payne
1981).
4.2 Object markers
In Nomatsigenga, the object is also marked on the verb. Table 4.2
presents the object markers.
The use of these object markers can be seen in examples (4.57) (first
person singular), (4.58) (second person), (4.59) (third person non-masculine),








1 plural inclusive =ái

























































The use of the first person plural inclusive marker also triggers the
deletion of the reality status suffix, as can be seen in examples (4.62)-(4.63).
Although (4.63) has an Irrealis prefix, no Irrealis suffix appears. Similarly,
there is no Realis suffix between the verb root and the object-marking clitic in
example (4.62), where it’s normally found on verbs marked with other object
markers. Reality status suffixes can be found in examples (4.57-4.60), using






















‘He didn’t tell us.’
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4.2.1 Third person theme marker -ne
With regular or derived ditransitives where both objects are third per-
son, there is a special theme marker, -ne, which appears immediately before
the object marker that agrees with the recipient. The use of this marker can
be seen in examples (4.64-4.65). Note that the marker -ne must be referring
to the theme object, since the regular third person object marker changes to
























‘He gave it to her.’
The -ne marker refers to the theme argument, but appears before a
regular third person object marker, which marks the recipient. When one
of the arguments is a speech act participant (first or second person), this
pattern is reversed. The first or second person object marker, which agrees
with the recipient argument, always precedes a third person argument, which


















5.1 Plural marker -áıg
Nomatsigenga makes use of two different number markers on verbs.
The first of these is a Plural, -áıg. Example (5.1) shows a verb without this
marker–the interpretation is that the subject is singular, while example (5.2)























However, an utterance can have a plural interpretation even if the Plu-
ral marker is not used, as can be seen in example (5.3), where it has been












‘They arrived.’ (Shaver & Shaver 1976, p.17)
-áıg has two allomorphs, -j́ıg and -áıg. -j́ıg appears following vowels
with high tone, while -áıg appears elsewhere. The distribution is shown in
(5.4).
(5.4) -áıg →
 -j́ıg / V́-áıg / elsewhere
This distribution can be seen below in examples (5.5-5.8). In (5.5), -áıg
appears following a consonant-final stem and in (5.6), -áıg appears again after
a vowel-final stem in which the vowel does not have high tone. However, in






















































‘He’s calling to us.’
The morpheme -áıg is most likely a reanalysis of the Proto-Kampa *-
hig and a preceding epenthetic /a/ (Lawrence 2011). However, this analysis
is not synchronically viable, since -áıg is used even after vowel-final stems–an
epenthetic vowel is unexpected between a vowel-final stem and a consonant-
initial suffix. However, rather than using -jig in these circumstances, the
allomorph -áıg is used, and an epenthetic consonant /t/ precedes the mor-
pheme. There would be no reason for this epenthetic consonant unless the















Further, the rule in which the allomorph -jig is used after vowels with
high tone seems to be in the process of being lost, in favor of the allomorph
-áıg with a preceding epenthetic /t/, as seen in examples (5.10-5.11). In these
examples, the (a) examples have the allomorph -jig and the (b) examples have
the basic allomorph -áıg and a preceding epenthetic /t/, even following the
same stem–suggesting that the historical reanalysis of epenthetic /a/ and the




























































‘He ran on account of her.’
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Shaver (1996) notes that the plural follows an absolutive pattern–
that is, that the Plural marker can only give the absolutive argument plural
reference. However, in a transitive clause, it is either the subject or the object
that can be interpreted as plural, as shown in example (5.12), in which either














‘They will listen to him.’ or
‘He will listen to them.’ or
‘They will listen to them.’
At this point, it is unclear whether or what the default interpretation is
for a transitive verb with a plural marker when there is no context to support
a specific interpretation.
5.2 Distributive marker -gé
There is also a Distributive marker, -gé, which can be seen in example
(5.13). This example can be contrasted with an example of the same verb
root in (5.14), without the Distributive marker. In the first example, the
implication is that the action of conversion (into stones) took place many





























Like other Kampan languages, Nomatisgenga has a set of verbal direc-
tional markers, -ap, Allative; -an, Ablative; and -ob, Receptive.
6.1 Allative -ap
The Allative -ap is shown in example (6.1), with the meaning that














‘I will come, flying.’













‘He blew it out.’
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The directional -ap is often used with verbs that do not denote a manner
of motion. In these cases, the meaning is that the action is completed on the
arrival of the subject, as in example (6.3), where the subject is commanded
to drink. The use of the allative marker makes it clear that the speaker wants
him to first come to his house and then drink there.





























‘Come and drink with your uncle, that which you told me prepare.’
(Shaver 1976, p. 13)
6.2 Ablative -an
The Ablative -an is used to give the meaning that the action is carried
























‘It fell down, it rained.’
6.3 Receptive -ob
Finally, there is a third member of the directional paradigm, -ob. This
is a ‘Receptive,’ used to indicate that the action is carried out as the object




























Nomatsigenga has five aspect markers: a Perfective marker -k, a Pro-
gressive marker -ats, Regressive -aj, Habitual -aNt, Translocative -iN and Im-
perfective marking, with the allomorphs =ni and =ti. Perfective, Regressive,
Habitual, and Progressive are all suffixed in the same “slot” in the morpholog-
ical template, which I call “core aspect” (see §3). The Translocative marker is
located in its own slot immediately to the right of the core aspect slot. Imper-
fective markers are verb-final enclitics. Perfective marking is discussed in §7.1,
Regressive in §7.3, Translocative in §7.4, Habitual in §7.5 and Progressive in
§7.6.
I defer the discussion of Imperfective marking until §9. Although I
disagree with Shaver (1996), and maintain that Imperfective marking is a
part of the aspect marking system, I take a structural approach to the verb,
discussing verbal morphemes in the order in which they attach to the verb.
I also present a detailed analysis of structural phenomena associated with




Like other Kampan languages, Nomatsigenga has a Perfective aspect
marker, -k, as can be seen in example (7.1), where the default meaning is that











Although the default meaning is that the action is complete when the
Perfective aspect marker is used, this is not always the case, as can be seen
in the examples in (7.2), where the Perfective is combined with the Irrealis
marker to create a future time meaning–suggesting that the marker is neither
a past tense marker, or a marker of perfect aspect (in which case the default
meaning would be that the action is to be completed at some point in the
future). Rather, the marker presents a window in time, located somewhere in




























At this point, it is unclear how irrealis clauses with the Perfective
marker differ from irrealis clauses without the Perfective marker. Perfectives
are usually characterized as describing “complete” action (Comrie 1976), or
as referring to “bounded” action. Timberlake (2007) points out that the use
of perfective marking entails three phases–a prior situation in which the state
or activity demoted by the verb does not hold, a second phase of transition,
and then a third phase, in which no more change is to be expected. The use
of Irrealis marking to refer to future time seems to be redundant, in that by
saying that the action will take place in the future, it is necessarily bounded.
However, future time does not necessarily bound the action at the back end,
since it does not entail the final phase in which the transition is “over.” I
suspect that the use of irrealis marking for future time without the perfective
aspectual marker does not entail phase three (although it would probably be
implied in most situations), while reference to future time with the perfective
marking does entail this final phase. This will be tested in future work.
There are two forms of the perfective marker -k, although it is difficult
to tell which is more basic. The allomorph -k is used after the placeless nasal
/N/ and after long vowels or vowels with high tone. The use of the form
-k can be seen in examples (7.3) with the root +kaN, ‘to say’ and after the
benefactive applicative -beN in (7.4). It can also be seen with long and high
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The form -ak is used after consonants other than /N/. In conjunction
with an epenthetic consonant /t/, it is also used with short vowels without















Although the -ak form following consonants other than /N/ could also
be interpreted as a sequence of an epenthetic /a/ and the suffix -k, the form
-ak after a short vowel with non-high tone triggers the use of an epenthetic
/t/, as in example (7.8), which suggests that the /a/ in the morpheme -ak












‘I talked to her.’
In other Kampan languages, the form of cognate perfective markers
is -ak, with a preceding epenthetic /t/ when the verb stem is vowel-final
(Michael 2008; Swift 1988; Mihas 2010; Snell 1998). However, it seems that
Nomatsigenga speakers have reinterpreted the /ak/ sequence found in other
languages as a sequence of epenthetic /a/ and the perfective morpheme -k in
some examples–those ending with a high tone vowel or with the phoneme /N/.
Use of the Perfective marker causes the class I Realis suffix -i and the
Class I irrealis suffix -e to neutralize to -e, as shown in example (7.9). In (a),
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the verb is irrealis, which can be seen by the use of the irrealis prefix. In (b),
the same verb is realis (note the absence of the irrealis prefix), but the reality



























7.2 Function of Perfective/Imperfective aspect markers
I suggest that Nomatsigenga has both overt Perfective and Imperfec-
tive aspect marking. However, there are many verbs that appear in natural





















‘You asked about my language.’ (MSSingles 14.44)
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The preponderance of verbs with no aspect markers may suggest that
the aspect markers simply have a very limited distribution, and that there
are many events that speakers choose to portray as neither Imperfective nor
Perfective. However, when looking at all the instances of a given verb root in
the corpus, most roots generally appear with no aspect markers at all or with
either Perfective or Imperfective marking. That is, most verb roots appear
with only two of the three possible instantiations (bare, Perfective-marked,
Imperfective-marked) in the corpus. For example, the verb +ijá ‘go’ often
appears with no aspect marking or with Perfective marking, but rarely with
Imperfective marking. From this data, I suggest that verbs in Nomatsigenga
carry inherent aspectual implicatures, and that aspect markers function to
cancel those implicatures when necessary. However, I leave the exact lexical
semantics of verb aspect to later work. As I discuss in §3, above, this does not
mean that marking aspect is optional (a characteristic of derivational mor-
phology), but that it is obligatory under different conditions, depending on
the verb root.
7.3 Regressive -aj
Nomatsigenga also has a Regressive aspectual marker with the form -aj,
as shown in (7.11) and (7.12). Use of the Regressive gives the meaning that
the subject of the verb returned to the site of the action in order to perform
the action another time. Or, in the case of the example in (7.11), that the
subject will return to do the action again. Due to an independent phonological
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‘You are returning to give (it) again.’
The semantics of Nomatsigenga’s Regressive marker, and of Transloca-
tive marking, as discussed in section 7.4 may seem to belong more to the
domain of aktionsart or lexical aspect than inflectional aspect (see, for in-
stance, (Smith 1991)). However, the Regressive marker occupies the same
morphological ‘slot’ as Perfective marking and is not combinable with other
aspect markers. Translocative marking has inflectional properties of its own,
as discussed in §3, above. Therefore, I choose to treat these as part of the
inflectional system, although they are not semantic values that are commonly












‘He returned and said it.’
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7.4 Translocative -iN
Nomatsigenga also has a Translocative morpheme, -iN, as shown in
example (7.14) and (7.15). This morpheme gives the meaning that the subject
will physically go to another location in order to do something when they














‘They are going to go drink.’













‘They all went to eat fish.’
The translocative morpheme often follows the perfective morpheme -k,
as in example (7.16), where the perfective morpheme immediately precedes
the translocative. The form of the translocative is -aki in other Kampan
languages (Michael 2008; Payne 1980; Swift 1988), suggesting that either the
Nomatsigenga form or the form found in related languages is a reanalysis.










































‘He said, her husband, “Let’s go and go to that house.”
7.5 Habitual -aNt
Habitual aspect is marked with the suffix -aNt, as seen in example
(7.17-7.18).



























‘Why do you sleep so much? Get up, quickly” (VCsekari, 14.23s)



















‘Son, your father eats (people).’ (VCsekari, 42.71s)
While this morpheme most commonly takes the form -aNt, as seen in
example (7.18), there is an allomorph -ëNt appearing after bilabials, as seen
above in example (7.17).
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7.6 Progressive -ats
Nomatsigenga has a Progressive marker, distinct from Imperfective
marking (see §9), as shown in (7.19). This morpheme takes the form -ats
with Class I verbs and -ach with Class A verbs (as a result of a general merger
of /ts/ and /tS/ to /ts/ before /i/). Examples are shown in (7.19) and (7.20).
Although the morpheme appears in the ‘aspect’ slot, it is uncommon in main





















‘Who’s talking?’ (Shaver 1975a, p. 1)
Examples of this morpheme are rare in elicitation (the above examples
are found in Shaver (1975a), a description of verbal morphology). However,
they are found in text examples, as in (7.21). The use of the stative allomorph
-ach with a Class A verb can also be seen in this example, from Shaver &
Shaver (1976)’s text collection.
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‘They were going, they went to drink with those ones who are
drinking.’ (Shaver & Shaver 1976)
This aspect marker is largely confined to use in relative clauses, as in the
example in (7.21). Shaver (1975a) refers to these morphemes as ”progressive”
(progresivo). However, text examples of this morpheme show that, in relative
clauses, its use is not limited to verbs referring to in-progress action. For
example, in the example in (7.22), the person has already arrived and left,
rather than being on his way as the sentence is uttered, as expected if the
morpheme was truly a progressive in these constructions.













‘No, it’s your son-in-law who came.’ (CCluna1, 175.57s)
The marker is also used in questions, as in the example in (7.23).
Athough this example looks like a main clause use of this marker, I suggest that
it is actually a focusing strategy that makes use of a relative clause (e.g, “who
is it who came?”). Note the lack of person-marking on the verb, characteristic
of main clause verbs.
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“‘Who came, daughter?” she said.” (lit. “Who is it who came?”).
(CCluna1, 175.57s)
Although the marker is most common in relative clauses, it can occur











‘He kept hitting (himself).’ (CCbosari, 35.79s)
The morpheme may actually have been reinterpreted as a marker of
relative clauses. I have no examples of relative clauses without the Progres-
sive suffix. The older semantics, that of progressivity, is also available and
is mandatory when the marker is used in main clauses. However, the extent
to which the two morphemes should be considered separate constructions is
unclear. Ashéninka, Asháninka, and Matsigenka all have a cognate morpheme
1This example happens to come from one of the oldest speakers of Nomatsigenga.
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that is associated with aspect (Payne 1980; Kindberg 1980; Snell 1998). How-





Nomatsigenga obligatorily marks reality status in all clauses, using the
morphology shown in Table 8.1.
Class I Class A
Realis -i -a
Irrealis N- -e N- -ima
Table 8.1: Reality status markers
Realis markers use suffixes, while Irrealis is marked with a combination
of a prefix and a suffix. The two verb classes have distinct reality status
suffixes, although the Irrealis prefix is the same for all verbs. The use of the
suffixes can be seen on Class I verbs in example (8.1) and on Class A verbs in














































Irrealis markers are used for imperative formations (8.3), reference to
future time (8.4), negated verbs (8.5), and some complement clauses, such as















‘Give it to me!’


















‘Right now, he’s going to violate me.’ (CCreydelosanimales 87.98)



















































‘I want to tell you about it.’
The use of negation with future time reference or imperatives creates
a ‘doubly irrealis’ construction, in which case Realis morphology is used, as
can be seen in example (8.7). Nanti also has a ‘doubly irrealis’ formation, in
which clauses that combine two semantically irrealis elements receive Realis










‘Don’t get scared.’ (CCreydelosanimales 299.14)
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Note that there are also separate negation markers for realis and irre-
alis clauses. Clauses which are otherwise realis are negated with the marker
te(ni). The verbs in these clauses then receive Irrealis marking. However,
clauses which are otherwise irrealis are negated with the marker kero, as seen
in example (8.7), above. These clauses then take Realis morphology. I suggest
that double irrealis marking may have to do with the need to mark clauses
distinctively. Without special marking for ‘doubly irrealis’ clauses, in which
two semantically irrealis elements are combined, there would be no way to
distinguish between negated imperatives or statements about future time (on
the one hand), and negated realis statements. The use of separate negation
markers and patterns of morphological marking for negation of the two types
of clauses allows speakers and hearers to distinguish the two.1
8.1 Class I reality status suffix allomorphy
The class I reality status suffixes display a complicated system of allo-
morphy, including neutralization of the two markers in a number of contexts.
Table 8.2 shows the allomorphs that appear in all environments.
Despite this allomorphy, in imperative constructions (inherently Irre-
1This is a speculative argument. While it intuitively seems that there must be some way
to distinguish the two types of negated clauses, it also seems that either separate negation
markers or distinct morphology would be sufficient. However, I find an explanation based
on the principle of distinctiveness preferable to the suggestion that negated imperatives or
negated statements about future time are viewed as more definite or real (as the term ‘realis’
would suggest) by the Nomatsigenga than are positive-polarity imperatives or statements
about future time.
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Environment -i surface form -e surface form
Bilabials
p ë ë
p =ni -i -ë
m # -ë -ë
m -i -ë -ë
Alveolars
t -i ∼ -ë -ë




k , before =na/=mi -i -e
g -i ∼ -ë -ë
ng -i -ë
elsewhere (h ) -i e
Table 8.2: Class I reality status marker allomorphy
alis), the reality status suffix most commonly surfaces as -e, whether or not it
is in a phonetic context which normally triggers allomorphy. Compare (8.8)
































‘I’ll give it to you.’
















Like the class I Irrealis suffix, the class A Irrealis suffix is also more
faithful to the underlying morpheme in imperatives than in future time con-
structions. This faithfulness is shown in example (8.11), where the imperative
version has the the underlying form of the morpheme -ima, and the future
time variant carries the form -ëma in examples (8.11b) and (8.12), which is


































In most environments, -i and -e are neutralized to -ë after /p/, as
























‘You’re going to give it.’
However, where the reality status suffix follows /p/, but precedes the
Imperfective clitic =ni, the distinction between the Realis and Irrealis suffixes
is maintained. The Irrealis suffix surfaces as -ë, but the Realis suffix surfaces
as -i. This pattern can be seen in (8.15), where the Realis suffix is preserved























‘He’s going to eat.’
Word-finally after bilabials, both reality status suffixes surface as -ë, as


























‘He’s going to yell.’
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When the reality status suffixes appear after /m/ but word-medially,
the Irrealis suffix always surfaces as -ë, although the Realis suffix varies be-
tween -ë and -i. The variation in the Realis suffix is shown in the examples in
(8.20), where the verb appears with the -ë surface form and (8.21-8.22), where






























‘She listened to him.’
Word-medially after /t/, the surface form of the Realis suffix varies
between -i and -ë, as shown in examples (8.23-8.24). Similarly, the Irrealis



































‘She will pull it.’
On the other hand, when the Realis suffix appears in word-final position
following /t/, both the Realis and Irrealis suffixes surface as either -e or -ë, as

















































‘She wants to sing.’























‘I’m going to walk.’
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After /k/, the class I suffixes neutralize to -e, as shown in (8.32-8.34).
In example (8.32), the version without the perfective marker -k appears with
the surface form -i. In (8.33-8.34), both verbs have a reality status marker








































‘I’m going to listen to him.’
When a first-person singular or second-person object clitic (=na, =mi), is
used, -i and -e are neutralized after /k/, but they are neutralized to -i, as
shown in (8.35-8.37), where the Realis suffix follows /k/ but surfaces as -i.



















































‘He’s going to guard me.’
Most commonly, the neutralization of -i and -e to -e occurs after the
Perfective suffix -k, but this has spread to all contexts following /k/, such as












‘He made me dance.’
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After /g/, the Realis suffix varies between -i and -ë, as seen in (8.40-






































‘We didn’t accept them.’
As was the case following /k/, the realis suffix sometimes surfaces as
-i after /g/ and before the first-person object clitic =na, as shown in (8.43).











































After /N/ (ng), the Realis suffix surfaces as -i (8.46), but the Irrealis



































Table 8.3: -ima allomorphy (Class A irrealis)
8.2 Class A Irrealis marker allomorphy
I suggest a class A Irrealis suffix -ima. Shaver (1996) decomposes
this morpheme, analyzing -e/-i/-ë as a single “tense marker” appearing on
class I (non-reflexive) verbs, and -ma as a “future, irrealis” morpheme for
class A (reflexive verbs). However, this analysis means that class A verbs
must carry both a class I suffix and a class A suffix (-e/-i/-ë), and a class
A suffix -ma. Instead, I suggest that -ima has a number of allomorphs, on
analogy with the class I Realis suffix -i. The distribution of these allomorphs
is shown in Table 8.3. (To compare with class I Realis allomorphy, see Table
8.2, above). Examples follow in (8.48) [following /p/], (8.49) [following /n/],
















































In other environments, such as following /t/ (as in example 8.52), the














‘He’ll go and run.’
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Further evidence for analyzing -ima as a single morpheme comes from
imperatives. Imperative constructions most commonly maintain the underly-
ing form of the reality status suffix, regardless of phonetic context. For class











If the class A irrealis marker were not an independent morpheme, the
expectation would be that imperative forms of the irrealis marker would have
the sequence /ema/: -e for the class I imperative, as shown above, and -
ma for the class A irrealis suffix. However, the form that appears in class
A imperatives is -ima, as shown in example (8.54), more evidence that this












Irrealis is marked with a prefix, in addition to the Irrealis suffixes. The
Irrealis prefix is N-, a nasal unspecified for place of articulation. The prefix
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has overt realization before stops /p t k/. Combinations of N- and stems
beginning with /p/ and /k/ are subject to cluster reduction, with the stop
deleting, leaving only a homorganic nasal. This process is shown with /p/-














































‘She will listen to him.’
r- is an allomorph of N- that is used with third-person masculine sub-
jects when the verb stem begins with a vowel, which can be seen in the exam-

















































‘He will come, flying.’
8.3.1 Irrealis with vowel-initial roots
Irrealis forms of vowel-initial roots are subject to complicated rule-
ordering, which often results in a difference of the first vowel between the
Realis form of the verb and the Irrealis form of the verb. This difference can
be seen by comparing examples (8.59-8.60), where the [a] examples are the















































I argue that this distribution results from the Irrealis prefix N- taking
on place features of the following consonant, even in situations where it is
separated from the consonant by a vowel. These place features may trigger
allomorphy in person-marking, especially where the first consonant of a verb
stem is bilabial. In the case of vowel-initial roots, the N- prefix deletes due
to phonotactic requirements. Finally, vowel hiatus is resolved by deleting the
second in a sequence of vowels. This sequence of rules is shown in (8.61-8.64).
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(8.61) N- → [α place] / V0C[α place] (Nasal place assimilation)
(8.62) Subject-marking proclitics allomorphy rules
(8.63) N- → ∅ / V {V,C[+continuant]} (N- deletes except before an oral
stop)
(8.64) V2 → ∅ / V1V2 (Vowel hiatus resolution: V2 deletes)
The application of these rules is shown in Table 8.4.
Rule nopëni nasamaéni
Underlying Form /na= N- ap -e =ni/ /na= N- isam -aj -e =ni/
(8.61) na= N[+bilabial]- ap -e =ni na= N[+alveolar] -isam -aj -e =ni
(8.62) no= N[+bilabial]- ap -e= ni –
(8.63) no= ap -e =ni na= isam -aj -e =ni
(8.64) no= p -e =ni na= sam -aj -e =ni
Surface Form [nopëni] [nasamëni]
Table 8.4: Rule ordering regarding Irrealis prefixes and subject-marking allo-
morphy
8.4 Defense of reality status as a Nomatsigenga cate-
gory
Complicated allomorphy patterns and neutralization of the class I Re-
alis and Irrealis suffixes calls into question whether the Realis and Irrealis suf-
fixes are really representative of different categories, both language-internally
and as a possible cognitive category for human language (see argument in By-
bee (1998)). While it is likely that this system is currently undergoing change,
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I claim that the distinction between Realis and Irrealis is (still) valid for No-
matsigenga, even though there are many instances in which the distinction
is neutralized. First of all, class A verbs always show a distinction between
Realis and Irrealis, although the Irrealis marker has several allomorphs.2 Fur-
ther, any verb root with an applicable phonetic shape shows a reality status
distinction using prefixes, which may facilitate the neutralization of suffixes
in some environments. The distinction between the class I suffixes -i (Realis)



























‘She’s going to sleep again.’
2In a comment on an earlier draft, Anthony Woodbury points out that the allomorphy
may actually make the analysis that reality status as an (inflectional) category stronger.
The reality status distinction is imposed on the verb by the syntax, while the morphology
has to make it work somehow. Neutralization of reality status suffixes could be analogous
to, for instance, neutralization of nominative and accusative in Latin neuter nouns (Blake
2004, p. 19).
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Finally, although speakers most commonly produce allomorphic forms,
they will accept forms with the underlying form of the correct reality status
marker. However, forms with the wrong underlying morpheme are judged to
be ungrammatical. For example, the form in (8.67) is the preferred form of














‘I’ll give it to you.’
However, speakers will accept a form of the verb with the underlying














‘I’ll give it to you.’
However, speakers judge forms with the underlying form of the Realis



















Nomatsigenga has an Imperfective-marking construction using the en-
clitics =ni and =ti, unlike what is found in other Kampan languages. The
markers =ni and =ti are used to mark Imperfective aspect. This strategy can
be seen in example (9.1), where (a) has (roughly) a sense of completedness,



















In this section, I will show that these markers are aspectual and that the
aspect denoted by these markers is Imperfective, rather than the “imminent”
label assigned to them in Shaver (1996). I will describe the formal properties
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of the markers in §9.2 and the semantics of the construction in §9.3. Finally,
I describe the historical development of these markers in §10.
9.2 Formal Description
The Imperfective construction is primarily marking of aspect, but must
agree with the verb’s absolutive argument with respect to animacy. This
requirement of agreement with the absolutive is surprising since Nomatsigenga
uses nominative-accusative alignment elsewhere. The marker =ti is used when
the clause’s absolutive argument is inanimate, while =ni is used with animates.
This distribution is shown in example (9.2), where the absolutive argument is
inanimate in (9.2a) and the verb takes the =ti Imperfective marker, while a
verb with an animate absolutive argument requires =ni. Although the basis
of Imperfective allomorphy based on properties of the absolutive argument is














1In the world’s languages, covariance of aspect marking and alignment is not unheard of,
although imperfective is usually linked to nominative-accusative alignment on the one hand,
and perfective and ergative-absolutive alignment are linked on the other hand. This is the
case, for instance, in Yucatec Maya, where intransitive verbs follow a nominative pattern in













The examples below show agreement with the absolutive argument–
in the intransitive examples below, agreement is with the S argument in the
intranstive examples in (9.3). Compare to (9.2), above, where agreement is
























‘The rock is sinking.’
Agreement operates on explicitly marked absolutive arguments. In
cases where a logical object is not marked on the verb, agreement is with
the subject. This can be seen in example (9.4), where the verb in (a) takes an
agreement with the agent, but agreement is with the patient in (b). Although
the same verb root is used, the lack of object marking in (a) forces agreement





























‘I’m going to drink it.’
Nomatsigenga is a nominative-accusative language, as shown in ex-
ample (9.5), although faint traces of fluid-S alignment at an earlier stage of
development can be found in adjectival agreement. The argument of an in-























‘I am hitting her.’
The distribution of =ni and =ti requires positing a system of two noun
classes, split on the category of animacy. However, other agreement mark-
ing, including subject and object marking on verbs, possessor marking on
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nouns, and agreement on adjectives, picks out two different noun classes. For
these markers, a “masculine” class consists of all male animates, while “non-
masculine” picks out female animates and all inanimates. Crucially, the two
systems differ with their treatment of female animates, which are treated as
animates, but non-masculine. There are no masculine inanimates, leaving
three total groups of nouns.
These data show that there are actually two cross-cutting noun classes
in Nomatsigenga, one with a masculine/non-masculine distinction used for
third-person pronouns, verbal person marking, possessive marking, and adjec-
tival agreement. The other noun class system enocodes an animate/inanimate
split and is used with Imperfective marking, shown above, as well as in some
other contexts, such as the irregular verb tojái, meaning ‘be many,’ as shown
in example (9.6), the existential verb aintá/ait́ı, as shown in example (9.7),
and numerals.















‘The rocks are many.’




















‘You have a bag.’ (lit. ‘Your bag exists.’)
With regular (non-derived) ditransitive verbs, the imperfective marker
agrees with the recipient, as in (9.8).

















‘He’s giving the bone to the dog.’

















Intended: ‘He’s giving the bone to the dog.’
The marker most commonly appears on main verbs, but can also ap-
pear cliticized on preverbal elements of the verb phrase, as with the Hortative

















“Let’s kill them!” (Octerroristas, 117.81s)





















‘We didn’t want to see them.’ (OCterroristas, 119.23s)
9.3 Semantic description
The =ti/=ni markers are described by Shaver (1996) as ‘imminent’
markers. I suggest that the semantics of this constructions is most like an
imperfective strategy, rather than present tense or progressive. The markers
appear in clauses that refer to past time, such as in the example shown in
(9.11), as well as future time, as shown in (9.12).










































‘I’m going to grab all of what’s here for him.’ (CCreydelosanimales
146.05)
Imperfective marking can cooccur with both Realis and Irrealis mark-























‘I’m going to give (it) (I’m in the process).’















I suggest that the =ni/=ti markers are more like imperfectives, rather
than progressives, on the basis of their ability to combine naturally with sta-
tive predicates. Timberlake (2007) notes that progressives are natural with
processes but do not combine easily with statives. This is untrue of =ni/=ti in
Nomatsigenga, which are used naturally with stative predicates, such as +kog
















































‘He was big, here in his arms.’ (CCreydelosanimales, 81.36)
In addition to the Imperfective markers’ use with state predicates, there
is another marker, -ats, in Nomatsigenga that appears to be a progressive
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marker, as discussed above in §7.6. The existence of this marker also suggests
that the markers =ni and =ti are not marking progressive aspect. Cognates of
-ats are found in other Kampan languages with a ‘present’ (Kindberg 1980),
‘stative,’ (Snell 1998; Swift 1988) or ‘progressive’ reading (Payne 1981). In
Nomatsigenga, this morpheme takes the form -ats with Class I verbs and -
ach with Class A verbs. Although it appears that this morpheme is currently
at least homophonous with a relative-marking strategy in Nomatsigenga (see
§7.6, above), the older use of -ats as a progressive marker is still available, as




















‘Who’s talking?’ Shaver (1996, p. 30)
9.4 Synchronic Conclusions
In the above sections, I have described the Nomatsigenga Imperfective
construction. I have demonstrated that the markers agree with the animacy
of the absolutive argument. I have also presented arguments for analyzing this




In this section, I reflect on what appear to be morphemes cognate to
Nomatsigenga’s Imperfective markers in other Kampan languages, in order
to show that their function in Nomatsigenga is distinct from their function
in related languages. I suggest that the Nomatsigenga Imperfective markers
developed from the reanalysis of an adjectivizing construction and an ‘aug-
mentative’ construction as a single construction.
10.1 Cognates in other Kampan languages
There are several constructions in other Kampan languages that appear
to be cognate with Nomatsigenga’s Imperfective markers. These possible cog-
nates function as adjectivizers, relativizers, and ‘augmentative’ morphemes.
10.1.1 Cognates as adjectivizers
In Nanti, some probable cognates function as adjectivizers.1 In Nanti,
some adjectives are derived using -ni, and some underived adjectives, as well
as numerals and quantifiers, show animacy agreement using -ni/-ne (animate)
1Thanks to Chris Beier for pointing this out!
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and -ti/-te (inanimate) (Michael 2008).
Matsigenka uses -ni and -ti as animacy agreement on adjectives and
numerals. On at least some adjectives, both animacy agreement and person
marking proclitics co-occur on the adjective, as shown in example (10.1) (Snell
1998)2.























‘small (feminine, inanimate)’ (Snell 1998, p. 37)
From the documentation available, it is unclear how productive this
strategy is in Matsigenka. It is also unclear whether these adjectives, which
carry both person and animacy agreement, can also take other verbal inflec-
tion.
2anim ‘animate adjectival agreement,’ inan ‘inanimate adjectival agreement’
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The data from Nanti and Matsigenka points to the possibility that the
Nomatsigenga Imperfective markers actually function as adjectivizers. How-
ever, words which carry the Imperfective markers in Nomatsigenga act syn-
chronically as verbs, based on their patterns of agreement and use of verbal
inflection. Nomatsigenga does have a class of adjectives that show agreement
with the head noun. They can be used predicatively but do not carry as-
pect inflection. Constructions with =ni and =ti do show agreement, but not
following the same patterns as adjectives. They also do show tense and as-
pect inflection, unlike adjectives. In Nomatsigenga, there is an adjective class
which shows agreement with the head noun using the same markers used for
object marking on verbs, as shown in examples (10.2) and (10.3). (See §2.2.3
for a discussion of the evidence supporting a distinction between verbs and
adjectives in Nomatsigenga, as opposed to an analysis of split-S alignment.)















‘tasty pork’, ‘The pork is tasty.’
















‘bad man’, ‘The man is bad.’
Lexically, the distinction between verbs and adjectives is admittedly
fuzzy in Nomatsigenga. Many roots can be used with both adjectival and with
verbal inflection, as shown in examples (10.4) and (10.5). It is for this reason
that I distinguish between verbal constructions and adjectival constructions–
the class of adjectival lexical items is almost entirely made up of roots that
are synchronically or historically derived from verb roots.







‘sharp knife’, ‘The knife is sharp.’













‘the not-sharp knife’, ‘The knife isn’t sharp.’




















‘not salty,’ ‘It’s not salty.’
Forms with =ni and =ti show the full range of verbal reality status
morphology, while adjectives don’t show any reality status morphology, as can
be seen by comparing the (a) and (b) examples in (10.4) and (10.5). Imper-
fective marking co-occurs with directionals, which is also uncharacteristic of














‘I will come flying.’
While one could make a case for adjectives being a subclass of verbs in
Nomatsigenga, on the basis that they agree with the head noun using the same
markers that verbs use to agree with their direct object (a fluid-S alignment
system), this analysis seems problematic because adjectives don’t behave in
the same way as verbs with respect to other verbal morphological behavior,
such as aspect and reality status marking (see the discussion in §2.2.3, above).
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These facts suggest that constructions with the verbal markers =ni and =ti
are best analyzed as verbal constructions, rather than as adjectives, since they
take the full range of verbal morphology.
10.1.2 Cognates as relativizers
Another possible cognate of =ni is used as a relativizing strategy in
Ashéninka Perené, as shown in example (10.7)3.


































‘They helped us look for new language consultants.’ (Mihas 2010)
However, the Nomatsigenga =ni morpheme does not seem to be a rel-
















‘He will come and give it to him again.’
3ep ‘epenthetic,’ rep ‘repetitive,’ prf ‘perfective’, pl.o ‘plural, object,’ pl.s ‘plural,
subject,’ stat ‘stative,’ rel ‘relativizer’
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10.2 From Adjectivizer to Imperfective
Despite the synchronic facts that suggest that =ni and =ti are not
synchronically adjectivizers, it is probable that they served this function during
an earlier stage of development.
n and t mark animacy distinctions in a number of constructions in No-
matsigenga, Nanti, and Matsigenka. Synchronically in Nomatsigenga, the verb
tojai, meaning ‘many,’ takes the =ni and =ti markers, as shown in example
(10.9).
















There is also a similar distinction in the existential verb, as shown in
example (10.10).























‘Do you have food?’ (lit: Does your food exist?)
Cognates of these irregular verbs are found in Nanti and Matsigenka (Michael
2008; Snell 1998). A possible cognate, ainiro ‘to be,’ is found in Kakinte (Swift
1988), although there is no parallel inanimate version.
The Nomatsigenga verb meaning ‘to lack’ also has two forms showing
animacy agreement with -ni and -ti–panibani with animate nouns and panibati
with inanimate nouns (Shaver 1996).
Nomatsigenga numerals up to three also distinguish animate and inan-
imate, as shown in Table (10.1).
The function of cognate markers in Nanti and Matsigenka, suggests that
the Nomatsigenga markers showing an animacy distinction were historically
adjectivizers. The function of these markers as adjectivizers can be seen in the
examples in (10.11), repeated from (10.1), above. Structurally, these look very
similar to the Imperfective-marked Nomatsigenga constructions. They include
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an initial person marker, which doesn’t occur synchronically with adjectives
in Nomatsigenga, only with verbs, and a final morpheme -ni/-ti.























‘small (feminine, inanimate)’ (Snell 1998, p. 37)
The Nomatsigenga evidence suggests that this adjectivizer was histor-
ically an unergative adjectivizer. That is, it could have derived an adjective
that could only be used to describe what was an absolutive argument of the
underived verb, such as the English adjectives using a participial derivation in
(10.12).4
4These English adjectives also have a result-state reading. I do not claim the same for
Nomatsigenga, only that they modify the same argument with respect to the underlying
verb.
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(10.12) a. ‘the sewn shirt’ (=the shirt that was sewn)
b. ‘the given example’ (=the example that was given)
c. ‘the kicked man’ (=the man who was kicked, not the man who
kicked)
If the adjectivizers were used only to form unergative adjectives, this
would actually predict the curious agreement pattern in Nomatsigenga, where
the markers agree (in animacy) only with the absolutive argument. However,
independent evidence is needed–perhaps from an investigation into -ni and -ti
marked adjectives in Matsigenka.
Semantically, it seems that adjectivizers and imperfectives are compat-
ible. Adjectives have the property of describing a state or quality. These
are opposed to perfective semantics in that they both describe events as non-
punctual.
10.3 From temporal intensification to Imperfective
In the Northern Kampan languages–Asháninka, Ashéninka and Kakinte–
there do not seem to be markers corresponding to the noun class function of
=ni and =ti in Nomatsigenga, Matsigenka and Nanti. However, there are
verbal morphemes that I suggest are cognates. These markers, -ni, are ho-
mophonous with the animate-agreeing Imperfective, =ni. I suggest that these
markers are cognate and can be traced back to a morpheme with the general
function of intensifying the temporal properties of a verb.
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In Ashéninka Perené. the morpheme ni has many functions subsumed
under the category of ‘augmentative.’5 One of these is habitual, as seen in
example (10.13), from Ashéninka Perené. Other general functions include
intensifying the verbal action and indicating a temporal remoteness of the
action.
















































‘She was crying and the mother said, “You cry too much, you’re always
like this, you cry and cry.’ (Mihas 2010, p. 216)
This cognate augmentative morpheme -ni, can also be used for a du-
rative reading, as shown in example (10.13). This morpheme is the final mor-
pheme on the verb–the same position as the =ni/=ti markers in Nomatsigenga.
Kakinte also has a verbal morpheme -ni, called an ‘augmentative,’
which has a meaning of “in general” (habitual) as one of its functions. Other
5The term ‘augmentative’ is generally understood as a semantic notion applying (only)
to nominals. As will be shown below, this is not the case for the Kampan morphemes
discussed here. While the term ‘augmentative’ is problematic as used in this way, I use it to
facilitate comparison of this data with previous literature and data on Kampan languages,
which uses the word augmentative.
63n.m.A 3rd-person non-masculine agent; EP epenthetic; ICPL incompletive; PP positive
polarity; PERF perfective, AUG augmentative
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functions include marking the verb as occurring in a distant time or place, or
as a general intensifier. It is often used with continuative and perpetuative
morphemes, as in example (10.14).

























‘I woke up after a long time and met the day again.’ (Swift 1988, p.
90)
In Matsigenka, a verb-final morpheme -ni is termed a ‘durative male-
factive,’ meaning that the action described by the verb continues for an exces-
sively long time. Furthermore, there is a nominal augmentative in Matsigenka
that takes the form -ni (Michael, p.c.).
Asháninka has a verb-final morpheme -ni, which has the meaning that















Habitual, “in general” Ashéninka, Kakinte
General intensifier Ashéninka, Kakinte
Durative, “too much” Matsigenka
Remote time Ashéninka, Asháninka, Kakinte
Table 10.2: Functions of Proto-Kampa augmentative suffix *-ni
This evidence suggests that Proto-Kampa had some sort of temporal ex-
tension morpheme, *-ni. From the evidence found in contemporary languages,
this morpheme must have had a similar function to that found synchronically
in Ashéninka and Kakinte, where it has the generalized function of intensifying
or extending temporal properties of the verb, whether that is tense (remote
past readings) or aspectual (durative or habitual readings).
By comparing the functions of -ni cognates in Ashéninka, Asháninka,
Kakinte, and Matsigenka, the list in Table (10.2) is a list of probable semantic
attributes of the Proto-Kampa temporal intensification morpheme.
Habitual, durative, and progressive/imperfective semantics are all re-
lated. I suggest that the Proto-Kampa augmentative morpheme had the se-
mantic properties described above, and that the Imperfective in Nomatsigenga
developed from the habitual and durative sense of the older augmentative.
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10.4 Conflating adjectivizers and Augmentatives
By comparing related languages, it seems clear that at some point in
Nomatsigenga’s historical development, Nomatsigenga most likely had both a
-ni verbal suffix with the function of intensifying temporal properties of the
verb and an adjectivizing strategy with -ni and -ti, which agreed with the head
noun in animacy. I argue that these distinct constructions became conflated in
Nomatsigenga as a single construction, based both on structural and semantic
similarities.
The adjectival constructions and the verbal constructions must have
been very similar structurally. Compare the Matsigenka adjectival construc-
tions in (10.16) [repeated from (10.1) above] with the Asháninka Augmentative-
marked constructions in (10.17) [repeated from (10.15) above]. Both construc-
tions have a prefixed person-marker and a verb-final -ni or -ti form.


































‘She lived long ago.’ (Kindberg 1980, p. 465)
In addition to the structural similarities, the two markers are seman-
tically compatible. In general, the durative and habitual functions of the
Augmentative marker present a view of an event as longer than a punctual,
bounded event typical of verbs. The habitual usage functions to make the
action of the verb a property of (one of) the verb’s arguments. Similarly, the
least-marked function for adjectives is to denote properties (Croft 2000).
The conflation of an adjectivizing construction and the Augmentative
construction would have created a single construction with possible meanings
of durativity and habituality. By basic properties of semantic bleaching, this
most likely easily developed into an Imperfective strategy–habituals, progres-
sives, and imperfectives are all closely related aspectual categories (Bybee et al.
1994).
10.5 Conclusions on Historical Development
I have shown using comparative evidence that Proto-Kampa most likely
had an Augmentative morpheme *-ni. This morpheme had various functions,
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including denoting habituality and durativity. I also show that it is likely
that, at some point in its historical development, Nomatsigenga also had an
adjectivizing strategy using -ni and -ti, based on cognate constructions in
Nanti and Matsigenka. These two distinct constructions became conflated, due
to both structural and semantic compatibility. After the two were conflated as
a single construction, the semantics underwent bleaching, ultimately leading
to the synchronic Imperfective-marking function.
Some reflection on the validity of the above claims is deserved. In
historical linguistics, the comparative method, or making discoveries about
language via the reconstruction of morphemes on the basis of cognate forms
from related languages, is considered the standard of proof. I have attempted
to do this as much as possible. However, much of the change I have demon-
strated above that has resulted in the function of =ni and =ti as Imperfective
markers in Nomatsigenga must be language-internal, and therefore must rely
on internal reconstruction and language-internal evidence. Strong evidence in
favor of this hypothesis would come from ‘bridging’ contexts in Nomatsigenga,
in which forms with Imperfective markers have properties of both the current
construction (imperfective marking) and properties of an older construction
(adjectivizers, augmentative marking). However, no clear examples of such
bridging contexts have emerged in my corpus.8 As always, the historical sce-
nario I propose here may be proven false given further work and more data.




In the preceding sections, I present a description of inflectional verbal
morphology in Nomatsigenga. With respect to descriptive work on the lan-
guage, this work represents the most complete description to date of the lan-
guage’s verbal morphology, as well as providing the first description of topics
such as alignment and identification of word classes. The inflectional categories
marked on the verb in Nomatsigenga include participant marking for subject
and up to two objects, number, directionals, aspect, and reality status, all of
which I discuss above. In the description, I have included details about the se-
mantic content contributed by each morpheme, allomorphy patterns, and use
restrictions. I present a template accounting for all inflectional possibilities in
Nomatsigenga and touch on important phonological and morphophonological
phenomena, as they are important with respect to the verb.
I address several topics with respect to the verb as a whole and verb
syntax. I discuss alignment, showing that although Nomatsigenga exhibits
both nominative-accusative behavior as well as ergative-absolutive behavior
on the verb, it no longer exhibits fluid-S alignment with respect to verb mor-
phology. I demonstrate criteria by which verbs can be distinguished from the
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other major word classes of noun and adjective and describe two cross-cutting
Nomatsigenga verb classes. Of these verb classes, the class of stem-chaning
verbs is easily defined on phonological criteria. The other verb class distinction,
between class I and class A (‘reflexive’ and ‘irreflexive’ in earlier literature) is
a historical remnant, although the semantic basis by which these classes were
differentiated is still apparent. I also present some criteria by which inflectional
and derivational verbal categories can be differentiated in Nomatsigenga.
With respect to Kampan and Arawak languages more generally, the pa-
per describes ways in which Nomatsigenga departs from the “typical” Kampan
pattern, especially with respect to reanalysis of the verbal Plural marker -áıg,
the Perfective marker -k, and the Translocative -iN. Reality status marking also
departs from the other Kampan languages, both with respect to widespread
neutralization of class I suffixes and a complicated rule ordering deriving dis-
tinct Realis and Irrealis forms in the case of vowel-initial roots. Nomatsigenga
also departs from the Kampan norm by losing all traces of fluid-S alignment
and developing a system of Imperfective-marking.
From a typological standpoint, I have described several interesting as-
pects of Nomatsigenga grammar. First, Nomatsigenga’s reality status system
is inherently interesting–while reality status is a relevant category in many
of the world’s languages, few mark the distinction in every clause, prompting
the suggestion that reality status is not a true psychological category (Bybee
1998). Nomatsigenga also exhibits an interesting system of two cross-cutting
noun classes, based on gender and animacy. Interestingly, different pieces of
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verb morphology agree with each of these classes–third person subject and
object markers are differentiated on the basis of gender, while Imperfective
morphology agrees on the basis of animacy. These same markers also distin-
guish two different alignment systems, with subject and object marking ex-
hibiting nominative-accusative alignment, while Imperfective-marking follows
an ergative-absolutive pattern. While the discussion of Imperfective marker
grammaticalization is necessarily limited by the lack of data available on cog-
nate forms, it is an example of an interesting grammaticalization path. To
the extent that this argument holds up, the development of an imperfective
marker from the reanalysis of an temporal intensification marker and an ad-
jectivizing system provides an interesting counterexample to the robust cross-
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